
• COM/DV/rtb/jt (X~ileo 3/25/88) 

... ~G1f"1((llr.r'nnn 
- Decision 88-03-085 March 23, 1988 G) G1Ju'@U[J(!iAJLb 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Institutinq Investiqation 
on the Commission's motion into 
implementinq a rate desiCJll for 
unbundlea gas utility services 
consistent with policies adopted 
in Decision 86-03-057. 

) 
) 
) 
) I.86-06-00S 
) (Filed June S, 1986) 
) 

--------------------------------) 

And Related Matters. 

) 
) R.86-06-006 
) (Filed June S, 1986) 
) . 
) Application $.7-01-033 
) (Filed January 20, 1987) 
) , 

) A~plication 87-01-037 
) (F1led January,27, 1987) 
) 
) Application S7-04~040 
') (Filed April 20, 1987) 

--------------------------------) 
OP:XNXON 

. ' 
On December 9, 1987, we issued Decision (0,.) '87-12-03.9 in 

the wimplementation phasew ~f this proceeding. 0_88-02-017 
modifying 0.87-12-039 was issued on February 10, 1988. The 
modification was a simple chanqe of filinqelates for adviee letters . 
for san Dieq<> Gas & Electrie Company.' 

Several applieations for rehearing and petitions for 
" 

mod.ification have been tiled su):)sequent:to, the Oeeember1987 
implementation oreler. 0.88-03.-041 issued March 9, 1988, resolved 
all of the' applications for rehearing ,and some of the petitions for 
modification. The petitions for modification resolved by , 

0.88-03-04l were: 
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1. Hadson Gas Systems~ dated February Z4, 
1988; 

2. Southern California Gas Company, dated 
February 16, 1988; and 

3. Pacific Gas and Electric Com~any, dated 
January 13, 1988. (Coqenerat1on issue 
only.) 

This order addresses and resolves the remaininq petitions 
for modification of 0.87-12-039, 0.8-6-12-009, and/or 0.86-12-010, 

as listed below: 

1. Department of General Services 
dated January 12, 1988 

2. City of Lonq Beach 
dated January 13, 198-8 

3. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (all 
remaining issues) dated January 13, 198-a 

4. city of Palo Alto 
dated January 13', 1988 

5 •. San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
dated January 26,. 1988 

6. Southern california Ga~1 Company 
a.ated. January 29', 1988, 

7. california Hotel and Motel Association 
dated February 4, 1988 

8. Toward, utility Rate'Normalization 
dated February 17, 1988 

9'. Southern california Utility Power Pool ~a. 
Imperial Irriqation District dated March 9,. 
1988 __ -

In addition, numerous responses and counter responses to- these 
petitions have been filed and fully considered. 
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A. EX:OQlrCD-:nj:i Issue§> 

1. TORN'S Rctiti9D t2~MOditi~i9n Dated f9p, 17. 1983 

Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN) has'asked that 
we modify :0.87-:12-039, :0.86-12-009, and D.86-12-010 to change 
several o.f our procurement po,licies. Although 'l'ORN acknowledges 
that our ongo.ing procurement investigntion would be an appropriate 
place to raise these issues, it feels that these issues need to, be 

reso.lved at least on an interim basis before the May 1, 1988, 
implementation date, in order to, avoid possible harmful impacts on 
core customers during the initial year of our new program. 

TORN first suggests that ,core-elect procurement customer~ 
should pay the actual, rather than the forecasted, weighted average 
cost o.f gas (WACOG) for the core portfolio·. TURN argues ,that the 
forecasts of the core WACoc. are likely to be wrong, and that under 
or overco.llections in the core gas cost balancing account'will lead 
to incorrect signals to noneore customers to eleet out of or into 
the core' po.rtfo.lio. For example,. core-elect customers may ,elect, 
out,. of the core portfolio in order to avoid having tc pa:( fo.r the' 
amortization of a large undercollection which they may have helped 
to create. These customers might thus escape responsibility for 
the full costs of' their procurement choice" leaving captiVe core 
customers, to. absorb additional costs. In the event of a large 
overco.llection in the core gas account,.noncore customers might 
have an undue incentive- to. elect into the core portfo.lio, to reap' 
the advantages of an overcollection which they did not pay to. 

, ' , 

create. TORN's solution to· these problems is to charge core-elect 
customers the ·actual core WACOc;, each month, .. rather than a 
forecasted price. In effect,. the core qas cost balancing account 
would not apply to. core-elect customers,. who would be charged a 
current price.. If the Commission is concerned that· such a change 
might reduce the rate certainty offered in the core po.rtfolio., TORN' 

suggests that tlle utilities be allowed to offer core-elect 
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customers firm one-year contract prices, with the shareholders 
bearing the price risk for these .contracts. 

The california Manufacturers Association (CMA) and 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) filed responses opposing 
TORN's request. Both PG&E and CMA. feel that TURN's proposal would 
decrease the attractiveness of core election.. PG&E comments that 
TORN's proposal would reduce the price stability and predictability 
of the core portfolio. CMA. cites D.86-12-010 as evidence that the 
commission has already decided that the restrictions on core 
election should De minimized. CMA also· argues that core-elect 
customers do not necessarily have aceurateforecasts of future gas 
prices,. and that TORN's concern ~out their ability to NgameN core, 
election is thus overblown. Finally, CMA notes. that the Negotiated 
Revenue Stability Account (NRSA) stipulation which the Commission 
adopted in D.86-12~010·provides that the utilities shall file an 
offset case if the averaqe total core rate deviates by four percent 

" 'or more from the authorized (forecasted) rate. 
We believe that TORN has raised an important problem,. and' 

has suqgested a potential solution.' However, we think that TORN 
may not have found· the best'solution, for reasons which the 
responses of CMA and PG&E have highlighted.. We are interested in 
providing the utilities with the,tools necessary to offer a core 
portfolio with stable and predictable prices; this is one· of the 
key goals. of our core procurement· poliey.. undeniably, this. goal 
will be furthered by preventinq larqe under or overcolleetions in 
the core gas balancing account, to prevent both sudden swings in 
the core WACO(; and the sort of "'gamin9'''' of core election which TURN " 
fears.. Unfortunately, the stipulation which we adopted in 
D.86-12-010 ~ctually may not prevent a. larqe gas eost, over or 
undercollection, because the tiling triqger is based on the total 
core rate, which includesmarqin recovery as well' as gas costs. 
For example, a larqe core margin overcollection could mask a CG~~ 
gas cost undereollection,' as appears to have' happened .. this winter 
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in southern California. Thus, CMA's citation of the stipulation in 
opposition to '!URN'.s petition is not really on point. We think 
that a better idea'than TURN's proposal may be to develop, a 
procedure which would allow the utilities to' file to revise just 
the core WACOG, whenever the core gas balancing account threatens 
to become significantly out of balance, due solely to' unexpected 
changes in gas costs or the sequence of purchases. Such a 
provision would address the concerns which we share w~ PG&E and 
CMA: that we not diminish the price stability of the core 
port~olio, that we not treat core-elect customers differently than 
other core users, and that we not make maj.or revisions in our 
program at this late date. It would also encourage core gas 
suppliers to keep their prices stable enough to avoid the trigger 
for this gas cost offset procedure. We do not have enough . . , 

information to set an appropriate trigger; we will ask the parties _ 
to the stipulation and to this ease to. try to work out an agreement 
for such a mechanism. We emphasize that such. a procedure should :be :, 

a simple mechanism to change the core WACOG to- reflect new gas 
costs and purchasing sequence~ the,proeedureshould not· involve 
extensive hearings or re:visions to sales forecasts, cost 
allocation, or rate design. We view this procedure as simply a 
fine-tuning adjustment to our procurement policies, whose intent is 
to enhance the stability of the core portfolio. We will defer 
action on this issue until the parties have had the opportunity to. 
work out such a procedure; in the meantime, we see noqreat 
immediate harm in allowing the program to begin with all core 
procurement customers paying'the forecasted core WACOG. 

'rURN also pro.posed that the utilities be allowed to offer 
one-year, fixed price core procurement contracts~ with the 

t, ( , ", 

shareholders bearing the· price risk. As th~s proposal .does not 
seem to address any immediate problem, we will defer consideration 
vZ the,., idea to the gas procurement case, where we can examine it in, 
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the context of other options for revising our core procurement 
policies. 

TURN is also concerned. about th.e 'ability of core-elect 
customers to pu~chase only a portion of their annual requirements 
from th~ core portfolio. TtTRN notes that many noncor~ customers 
may elect into the core portfolio for only their winter 
requirements, and. will purchase cheap spot gas during the su:mmer. 
This would provide core-elect customers with. the benefits. of the 
core portfolio's supply security and. price stability during the 
peak demands in the winter, and the price advantages of cheap spot 
gas during,the low demand period in the' summer. What worries ~~ 
about this possibility is· that the increased core demand during the 
high-cost winter period. could increase the core WACOG, to the 
detriment of cap:tive core customer::.. 'l'ORN's concern is based on 
the premise that the utilities would be unable to purchase. 
additional long-term supplies to meet the increased winter-only 
core-elect demand, and would have' to- rely on' increased purchases of . . 
high-cost winter spot gas.. TURN asks· us to impose some sort of 
restriction on core election that would prevent *winter-only* core 
election. One possibility, for exa.:mple,. would be to require 
customers who- elect into the core for only a portion o,f their 
requirements to buy from the core an equal percentage of their 
total usage' each month. TORN also notes that PG&E appears to have 
included language in its recently-fil.edcore-elect tariff that 
would resolve this problem. l 

-" 

1 PG&E's proposed tariff lanquage is as follows: 

*It you choose to purchase natural'gas under 
SChedule G-PC ,(the core-elect tariff), as part 
of your Natural Gas Supply Agreement, you must 
elect to purchase either: 1) your full natural-

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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The Division of Ratepayer Aavocates (ORA) supports TURN's 
request, noting that what TURN proposes is essentially just 'an 
elaboration of the "portfolio, switching ban" which the-Commission 
adopted in O.S6-12-010~ This policy prevents noncore customers 
from electing into the core portfolio when the noncore portfolio is 
more expensive than the core portfolio. The sWitching ban is most 
likely to be in place in the winter, when demand peaks and spot 
prices are likely to rise. DRA,points out that a customer could 
evade the ban by electing, sometime in the SUl'Ql'ner. or fall" into the 
core for :! ust his winter requirements. 

CMA opposes this moditic~tion. CMA argues that 
restrictions such as this were considered by the Commission and 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
'gas supply requirement from Schedule G-PC or Z) 
a specified portion of your full natural-gas' 
supply requirement from Schedule G-PC'.. If you 
elect to purchase a portion of· your full supply 
requirement from Schedule G-PC, you must , . , 
specify, in therms, an Annual contract Quantity 
(ACQ). The ACQ that you specifY' may not exceed 
your historical annual ,use of natural gas on 
your prior account(s) as determined by PG&E, 
unless otherwise agreed to by PG&E. You must 
also designate the portion of your ACQ which 
will be used in each calendar month. The ratio 
of your highest monthlY.contract quantity 
divided by your ACQ may not be greater than the 
ratio of your highest monthly use' in the past 12-
months divided by your total use, 'in those 12 
months." 

This restriction would limit the core-elect customer's purchases 
from the core portfolio, to a monthly 'profile whose seasonality is 
similar to his historical pattern. This proposal would'allow' tor 
greater flexiDilitY'in core-elect takes than the restrictions 
suggested by TORN. 
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rejected in 0.86-l2-0l0. 0.86-l2-010 requires core-elect customers 
to specify only yearly contraet ~ounts, and allows noncore 
customers to divide their. total load among.procurement'options. 
CMA believes that, even with two gas portfolios and the possibility 
of self-procurement, there will be adequate diversity of demand in 
the core portfolio to avoid the problems TORN foresees. 

Resolving this issue requires striking a careful balance: 
we do not want t~ place unnecessary restrictions on core election, 
yet we also want to protect captivecore·customers from. increased 
costs due to unforeseen core election during the high-cost winter 
season. Because core-elect customers. now are required to specify 
only annual contract alnounts,the utili-eies have no· way of knowing 
in what season this load will appear. TORN, ORA, and PG&:E are 
justifiably concerned that unforeseen winter core-eleet demand 
could require short-term purchases of high-cost gas. However, the" 
restrictions they propose could reduce core election, and we have 
often observed.that ~ healthy core-elect class may help· the utility 
to reduce pr~em.ent costs tor all core customers--a'view that 
both PG&E and TORN have consistently supported_ 

Our solution at this time i~.toallow the utilities. to 
impose the requirement in PC&E's tariff, at least until we have 
gained some actual experience under the new program. In 
O.S6-12-010 we decided that core-elect customers must obligate 
themselves to purchase gas from. the core portfolio for a period ot 
at least one year. One year was the m.inimumobl'iqation which we 
felt would giVe the utilities.a reasonable abil!ty' to plan their 
purchases' for the core portfolio. CUstom.ers. who· elect into the 
core portfolio intending to take core gas f'or only. a portion of the· 
year--just for the. winter, for: example--in our view are violating 
the spirit, if not the letter, of the'one-year requirement. We 
als~ agree with ORA that Wwinter onlyw core election has the 

r·· . , 

potential to result. in the circumvention of the:' portfolio switching. 
ban. We do not want-to,put ·the 'utilities into the position of 
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having to buy high-priced winter spot gas in oraer to meet a suaaen 
surge in customers who elect into the core in the fall, intending 
only to cover their winter requirements with core' gas .. ' .we 
recognize that on this issue a key uncertainty is the utility's 
ability to use storage to meet the swings in demand from core 
procurement ~stomers. It the utilities have the storaqe capacity 
to meet core pr~urement demands which are highly seasonal, we 
might be able to relax the restriction we are imposing today. 
Ultimately, we hope that our experience under the new program will 
allow us to relax this restriction. However, because we have not 
completed our proceeding on storage issues, and because we have no 
actual operating experience under the new proqram, we tind that the 
prudent approach. is to adopt the restriction proposed by 'l'URN". as 
embodied in PG&E's tariff language. 

We will also require core-elect. customers to provide the 
utility, at the time the core procurement' contract is sic;ned, with 
an estimate of monthly core-elect demand over the contract perioQ .. 

. This information will hel~ the utility to-plan its core purchases .. 
and storage operations over the entire year in. a way that 'min;i:mj zes ' •.. 
core procurement costs., CUstomers. will be, required 'Co supplement 
this information should their plans change.. It so requested by the : 
customer, the utility should keep· this information contidential~ 
We see no reason why the core-elect customer will not supply the 
utility with the ~stomer's best estimate of monthly core-elect ' 
demanci: it will be in the customer's :best interest to provide the· 
utility with an accurate forecast on which the utility can act to 
minimize its core procurement' costs .. 

Theretore., we will modify 0.86-12-010 to require core~ 
elect customers to provide an upa.ateci forecast ot their monthly 
core-elect demanci over the contract period. In addition, 
0.86-12-010 should be modified to allow the utilities to acid the 
PG&E tariff language cited by TORN to· core procurement contracts. 
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~he utilities should modify their tariff filings, if necessary, t~ 
reflect these mod.ifications to the core procurement tariff. 

TURN's final issue is a response to' a provision in PG&E's' 
newly filed tariff for sales to PG&E's electric departlnent,. which 
allows the electric department to Warrange for natural gas 
proeurement from an outside source. W TURN observes that allowing 
such separate procurement would make a mockery of our requirement 
that PG&E supply gas at either the core or noncore WACOGs, without 
targeting specific gas supplies to certain customers. It would 
als~ violate the Wone company* policy which the commission has long 
followed in reasonableness reviews of fuel purchases by combination 
utilities. 

PG&E responds that its "tariff lanquage is based on 
0.86-12-010, which established that WOEG gas load should be treated 
as Mly other large noncore loadw (Conclusion of Law 6,). ~hus, 

PG&E's electric department should have the full range of 
procurement options available to an electric-only utility. PG&E 
points. out ~at the purpose of any'qas procurement' activities by e: 
the electric 'department will be tobene!it electric customers, 
arquinq that the electr'ic department may be able to· procUre 
favorably priced qas without reducinq the amount of similar 
supplies which are available to: the· core portfolio,. PG&:e states 
that it intends to comply with both the letter, and the spirit of 
the Commission's Wno targetinqW policy, and reminds us that we have 
both gas Mld electric reasonableness reviews in which to enforce 
our direetives. 

~he Independent Enerqy Producers Association (IE?) filed 
a response supporting TURN's request. IEP makes the additional 
argwnents that PG&E's proposal has'serious anticompetitive 
implications, and thus that the commission' cannot adopt it without' 
considering these impacts, as required under Northern california 
Power Agency v. Public,utilities COmmission' (1971)·,!j.·C 3d 3:70. IEP': 
arques that it the electric department is able to' procure cheap, gas' 
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for PG&E's powerplants, the avoiaea cost rates paid to qualifying 
facilities (QFs) will also fall,· potentially driving these 
competing electricity suppliers out of business. In adaition, IEP 
paints a picture of PG&E's electric department siphoning off the 
cheapest gas supplies to the extent that other noncore customers 
will be forcea into PG&E's core portfolio. 

ORA supports PG&E on this issue. ORA. also ad.m.its that 
the' economics of cogeneration projects could be impacted negatively 
if the utility is consistently able to· purchase gas at cheaper 
prices than what is available to cogenerators. However, O~ does 
not feel that the potential for such a scenario, merits stronger 
action at this time than close monitoring-

This issue presents us with a situation in which two' of 
our established policies, applied to a combined utility ,like PG&E, 
appear to be working at cross purposes. Granting PG&E~s request 
might open up· a backdoor circumvention of our current policy 
against the",targeting:'" of gas supplies. "{et foreelosing this 
possibility would denyPG&E's electric department the full range of 
procurement options which we have granted to '. electric-only 

, .. 

utilities .. , We note that the. equit'ies of' this issue essentially 
boil down to whether to favor gas or electric ratepayers: many of 
PG&E's ratepayers are both. We will deny TORN's request at this 
time; relying on PG&E's declared intention to honor our Wno 
targeting'" policy and'on our ability to hold the utility to that 
commitment in reasonableness reviews. We concur with the ORA's . . 

view that the anticompetitive impact of. this decision on QFs is 
speculative at best: we will monitor PG&E's 'O'EG- procurement 
activities closely to· ensure that the utility's actions do not deny " ' 
QFs the opportunity to procure competitively priced gas suppliesa, 
Finally, we not~ ~at this decision should b'e considered .to be ' 

interim in nature" pending the completion of our integrated and 
comprehensive review of procurement. policies in 'I.S:7-0,3--03-o. .. 
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2. Soeal's Petition tor MQ9iti~tion Dated 1129lSS 
Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) asks us to modify 

the spot market and El paso-gas,prices whiCh the implementation 
decision adopted for SOCal. SoCal argues that our adopted spot 
price of $1.75- per MMBtu did not account for possi:ble sharp. 
increases in spot prices during the 1987-8-8- winter months.. Those 
increases have in fact occurred,. and SoCal urges us now to adopt 
its original forecast o! $1 .. 90 per MMBtu. SoCal also points out 
that ve adopted inconsistent El Paso prices for Socal and PG&E, 
despite the fact that both companies buy gas from El Paso at the 
same price.. SoCal would 1 ike us to use- the higher El Paso- price 
used in the PG&E cost of gas tables. The impact of these 
modifiea.tionsis to raise the 'core cost of gas for Socal by $23 .. 9 

million, and to increase the core WACOG from· $2 .• 109 per MMBtu. to. 
$2.161 per MMBtu. Socal argues ~t this higher coreWACOG will 
more accurately represent anticipated gas' prices over the period 
until SoCal's'first cost reallocationproceedinq,. and thus will 
~imize possible ,undercollections in the core gas cost balancing 
account .. ' The ORA, supports making, the'El:Paso. prices; consistent" ,', _~. I 

but feels that·the decision's. spot. price forecast is still 
reasonable. CMA agrees with the' ORA .. 

As TORN's response indicates, this issue is linked to the: 
question of whe~er to charge core-elect customers the actual or 
the forecasted' core WACOG. As' we· have discussed above, we are 
addressing means to limit the potential for customers to. WgameW 

core election in response to dramatic over or undercollections in 
, " 

the core gas cost balancing account.. The steps we take on that 
issue will minimi,ze what TORN has correctly pinpointed as the most. 
serious pro:blem that may arise from inaccurate forecasts of the. 
core WACOG. 

Considering this, and the views' of CMA and ORA that the 
adopted spo~ price torecast is still appropriate, we will deny 
SoCal's request to modify the adopted spot price forecast. We 
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agree with CMA and ORA that the decision's spot price forecast 
remains reasonable. We will, however, allow the modification which 
Socal proposes to the El Paso price in or,der;to achieve consistency' 
with the adopted cost of gas for PG&E. This inconsistency in 
D.87-12-039 was a simple oversight. SoCal should revise its eore 
portfolio WACOG to- reflect the $2.22 per MMBtu El Paso price. 
B. core 1N000ore Definition. 

1. PGQ's Peti$ion tor Hodifigtion Dated 11131§8 

PG&E requests a modification which would clarify our 
adopted definition of the eore and noneore classes_ PG&E asks us 
to clarify our adopted distinction between core and noncore 
customers with respect to- two· separatesituations~ The first 
involves customers who have economically and technically feasible 
alternative tuel facilities· in place, but are otherwise. too- small 
to be considered noncore. The second· involves users who are large 
enough to be considered noncore'" who do not presently have 
alternative fuel equipment.onsite, yet who have the Capability to 
install technically and' economically feasible alternative fuel, 
facilities.. PG&E.notes.,. ~d.all. 'other parties ·wno,commented on 
this issue appear to aqre~,. that O.S.7-12~O,39 seems, to.· confuse these 
two situations. We aqree that the decision is indeed confusing, 
and needs clarification. 

However, there is some difference otopinion on exactly 
how to clarify this issue. DRk and SoCalpresented detailed . 
analyses of this-' issue,. and raised a nUlllber of important points 
which the clarifying language,suggested by PG&E does not 
specifically address. Although our intent. in 0.8:7-12'-039 was to 
aaopt the PG&E pos.i tion on this issue, and the clarifying language 
PG&E has.proposed wouldaecomplisb. that, we .think that SoCal and 
DRA have raised issues. which need to. be resol ved ~ 

Socal agrees with PG&E's position that small (under 
20,800 therms per month)·eore customers- who-"already have standby 
equipment installed (i ~.e ~,. small ns· customers),. . and who 
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demonstrate that they cannot be served 9as competitively at core 
rates, may qualify. for noneore status. However, SoCal believes 
that small core customers who, do not have alternative facilities 
pre§ently installed should not be allowed to qualify for noneore 
status either by installinq standby equipment or by passing a 
feasibility test for such an installation. Otherwise, Socal fears 
the potential administrative chaos of a large nu:mber of small core 
customers seeking noncore service. SoCal also· believes that larse 
(20,800 tberms per month or qreater) P2A customers should not be 
granted noneore status without installing standby equipment~ Socal 
claims that for most such customers alternative fuel facilities. are 
infeasible, or they would already have been installed.. Finally, 
SoCal cautions that it we adopt· any sort of teasil:lili ty test for 
determining core/noncore: statusr customers should be r~quired to 
requality yearly, and to accept the lower priority of noncore 
service. 

ORA' concurs with. Socal that only small core customers 
'with ~xistiDS: alternate fuel facilities should be allowed to 
qualify tor no~core status upon a showing of economic feasibility_ 
ORA also. urges us not to. weaken the existing standby requirements 
for large P2S and P3 customers, without so~e experience under the 
new program and a better record on this issue.. ORA. points out the 
experience in the recent SoCal Gas curtailment, when a significant 
number of low priority customers were found not to have the 
requisite standby equipment· in . place.. ORA reminds us that a 
cornerstone of our program. is the requirement that noncore 
customers have a competitive option to utility gas service. 

The california Hotel and Motel Association (CH&MA) and 
the Coalition of Declining.Enrollment. Schools· .(CODES) both obj.eet 
to any limitation which allows only small core. customers with 
eXisting standby facilities to seek noncore status. These parties 

, argue that such d: restr.ietion would :deny to, small core customers 
the opportunity to seek: competitive options to utility service .. and . 
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might result in a situation, for example, in which users who might 
be served gas at noncore rates would leave' the system because core . . 
rates were above the costs of installing and using propane. CMA 
supports the exceptions which PG&E would allow to the alternate 
fuel requirements for large customers. 

After reviewing these co~~ents, as well as the record 
leading to O.87-l2-039, we continue to support PG&E"s basic 
position on the issues surrounding the core/noncore.definition. We 
will clarify O.S7-l2-039 to require small core customers (less than. 
20,SOO therms per month) to. meet PG&E's three-pronged test in'order 
to. qualify for noncore status: (l) actual alternate fuel 
facilities are installed and capable of use on· a sustained basis; 
(2) the cost of using alternate fuel would be lower than the price 
of core gas service; .aIld (3) the customer is willing to accept the 
lower service priority of noncore service·. This test satisfies. 
Socal's concern that such customers must have' installed standby 
facilities.. We will not adopt the SoCallD~ proposal to· .limit the 
applicability of this test to small.core.customers-'with existing' 
alternate'fuel facilities; we agree- withCH&MA.: and·COOES, that the 
impact of such a restriction migh.t be to: drive· customers completely" 
off the gas system. We will adopt .SoCal "s sug9'estion that, users 
who qualify for noncore service in this way must requalify on an 
annual basis. 

Considerable confusion: swirls around the· issue' of the 
standby requirement for large customers (usage' 9'reater than 20,800 

therms per month)... For example, PG&E's Rule- 2l refers to the 
technological feasibility of alternative fuel use, yet its G-SO and 
G-58 tariffs require installed facilities. AlSo., we note that a 
Socal witness stated. that" ••• thes.tandby .requirement. has outlived· 
its usefulness." Yet in its response to PG&E'spetition on this 
issue, SoCal recommends that large P2A customers be required to. 
install standby equipment in order to qualify for noncore stat~s~ 

. . 
After due consideration, we will adopt the .position which PG&E 
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stated in its brief in I.S6-06-00S. (pp. 27-2-8): the existing 
standby requirements will be retained, with exceptions possible in 
cases where the customer has the clear tec~ologieal capability to, -/ 
install alternate fuel facilities, and ~here the cost to' do, so and 
then to use alternate fuel would be less than the'cost of core 
service. These exceptions will require the specific approval of 
the Commission. This resolution is generally consistent with the 
ORA's desire to retain the current standby requirements, on which 
the end use priority system and the core/noncore definition are 
essentially based, yet also acknowledge$ that there are some clear 
cases in which exceptions should be made in order to. prevent 
wasteful investment in standby facilities. 
c. Wholesale Issues 

1. Lom Beag's' Petition tor JIoditiQation Dated 1(13/88, 

2. Ellp Alto'sPetitiontprModiticotioD PatedlI13183, 
3. SDGiE's Petition tor JloSliticatiQD Dated 1126/83" 

The City of Palo Alto, City of Long Beach,. and San Diego 
Cas & Electrie Company (SDC&E) have each filed a petition for 
modification of 0.8'7-12-039'. 'The,.petitions."ot, these wholesale, ',::' 
customers overlap to a great extent •. , The issues presented. are ' 
listed below: 

1.. Reallocation of lost and unaccounted for 
gas CLO'AF). 

2. Reallocation of the long term 
transp~rtation reVenue shortfall. 

3. Exclusion of uncollectibles from the 
procurement rate., 

4. Relationship of the wholesale' volumetric 
transmission rate and the 'O'EG volumetric 
transmission rate. . 

S. Balancinq account. mechanism reqarding 
wholesale'customers. 

- 16 -
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6. The nature of core transmission service for 
wholesale customers. 

7. The one-year notice requirement for 
switching back to the core port~olio. 

Our discussion of these issues follows. 
a. Reallocation ot L\7AF 
b. Rea11ocation of Long-Term 'rransport 

ReyengeShortfa1l 

SDG&E requests that these two costs items be reallocated 
so that these costs are not born by wholesale customers. This 
request is suppo~ed in part by Palo Alto· and Long Beach and 
opposed by Tt1l'm, DRA, and PG&E. 

This request is simply a rehash of the positions that.· . 
these wholesale customers have taken in the past. The wholesale 
customer's views on the allocation of these cost items were fully, 
considered in past decisions and no ne~ arguments have been 
presented which would warrant.achanqe. 'Therefore the requests 
that these cost items be' reallocated will be denied. 

c. 'Exclusion or Uncollectibles From. 
,the Wholesale Procurement Bate 

SOG&E· points out that D.87-12-039 provided that 
uncollectible expenses associated with transmission would not be 
allocated to· wholesale customers; however the decision was silent 
reqardinq the treatment of uncollectible expenses associated with 
procurement. SDG&E requests that the decision be clarified and 
suqqests that uncollectibles associated with ~rocurement not be 
allocated to wholesale customers.. Both ~ and ORA. support the 
SDG&E position while PG&E opposes it. The PG&E position is that 
uncollectibles are a routine cost of doinq business caused by'all ~ 

customers. 
We have previously recoqnized thatwh'olesale customers 

are not responsible for the incurrence· of uncollectible expenses 
the prilnary utility's system. Althouqh this recoqnition was 
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explicitly considered regarding fixed cost expenses, the logic 
holds true for commodity costs as well. We will modify 0.87-12-039 
to state explicitly that uncollectible expenses associated with 
procurement should not be allocated to, wholesale customers. 

d. Relationship o:f the Wholesale and 
VEG Volumetric Transmission BAtes 

0.87-12-039 sets the volumetric portion of the default 
rate for wholesale transmission service at a level equal t~ the 
volumetric default rate for TJEG customers. Long Beach. requests 
that the decision be modified to' specify that the wholesale 
volumetric default rate is equal to the the actual TJEG rate whether 
such rate is a default rate or a negotiated rate. 

ORA opposes this request on the grounds that the 
wholesale rate design gives the wholesale customers more than 
adequate flexibility t~ negotiate ~ appropriate wholesale rate 
design of its own. We agree. Long Beach. has not shown ~ reason ... . ' 

sufficient to warrant changing the decision in the manner .. 
requested. 

e. Balancinq Account Jlecbaxd Slf 
Regarding Wholesale customers 

Both Long 'Beach and~ Palo Alto request that the decision 
be clarified regarding the appli'cability of the core balancing 
accounts to wholesale customers.. our review indicates that' 
0.86-12-010 (pp. 124-161) discussed in detail the balancing and 
tracking- accounts which will be established under the new 
structure. ORA's response t'o these petitions appears to sUlDlllarize 
correctly, the accounting aspects, of the proqraltl, as they apply to, , 
wholesale customers. 

0.86-l2-010 makes it'clear that there are no longer 
wholesale balancing accounts. This means that there are no special' 
accounts for the overlying utility to *balance· expenses or sales ... 
to wholesale customers as a separate ~lass. Also, we think that it ' 
is clear that balancing accounts have been removed for noncore 
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transmission ancl for procurement from the noncore portfolio. 
Equally clear is the fact that there will be balancing accounts for 
the core for both procurement and transmission, i.e., respectively, 
Core Procurement Purchased Gas Adjustment Account and the Core 
CUstomer Fixed Costs Adjustment Account. 

Regarding the core-elect, including wholesale customers 
to the extent they choose that option, we have clarified our 
previous orders in this decision to provide that' core-elect 
customers will be included in the Core Procurement Purchased Gas 
Adjustment Account. Wholesale customers are treated like any other 
noncore customer and, to the extent that they elect into the core 
portfolio for procurement,. they will pay the forecasteci core WACOG 
for gas just like other core-elect customers. Thus, there is no 
neeci for a procurement balancing account specifically f~r who::"esale 
customers' purchases. Likewise, we have never intendeci that 
noncore transmission throughput (including wholesale core-elect 
throughput) wou~ci be included in the Core CUstomer Fixed Costs 
AcijustmentAccount. 

f. Wholesale core Transmission Service 
Both Palo Alto and Long Beach request that the Commission 

clarify the nature of core transmission'service provided to 
wholesale customers. Both customers propose that they be afforded 
a twelve-month load balancing provision. This provision would 
allow the wholesale customers to purchase independently and deliver 
to the utilities more than current requirements in one season, then 
take the excess gas in another season, so long as the· deliveries 
and takes balanced. at the encl of'a twelve-month. period. 

TORN filed. a response indicating support provided the 
quantities subject t~ the twelve-month load balancing were limited 

, , 

in some fashion anci further provicied that the. mechanism would only 
be effective until a decision is issued. in the storage and 
procurement. investigation (I.87-03-036). TURN would· limit the 
mechanism. by n9tallowing the the wholesale ·customer's takes to be 
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out of balance by a volume greater than the percentage ot the 
serving utility's storage capacity equivalent to, the percentage of 
storage costs assessed· to that wholesale customer in the aclopted. 
cost.allocation. This in etfect gives the wholesale customer usage 
of storage on the serving utility'S system. 

We will adopt the TURN proposal temporarily, until we 
have reached a decision in the storage and procurement proceeding 
mentioned earlier, with two important qUalifications. First, this 
load balancing mechanism will apply only to the ~ loads of the 
wholesale customers. Thus, we will mandate on an interim basis 
that the core loacls of wholesale customers on "default" rates can 
be out of balance for a period up to twelve months in length. The 
maximum amount by which' volumes purehased to serve the wholesale 
customer's core market can be out-of-balance will be lim.it~dto a 
volume equal to the percentage'ot the serving utility's storage 
ca~acity equivalent to the percentage of total storage costs 
assessed to the core customers of that wholesale customer in the . , 

adopted cost allocation. The. second qualification is the caveat 
that this'ability' to load balance may be constrained by the 
operational capa))ilities of, the serving utility. 

g. 9ne=year Notice Reguir~' 
In responding to the petitions of others, TORN has 

pointed out an inconsisteneyin our treatment of noneore and 
wholesale customers. D.87-1Z-0~9 provided that if wholesale 
customers designate less than their high priority load as eore' 
procurement, then they must provide at least a one-year notiee to 
shift· this high priority load back. into the. core portfolio. This 
shift is also governed by the *portfolic> switehin9' ban'. Other 
noneore customers are qovernedonly by the "portfolio switching" 
ban" .. TORN . suggests. that there is no- need for the one-year notice' 
and, to be consistent,. the requirement should be dropped. We wi.ll 
delete the the one-year advance notl.c::erequirelZ1ent for wholesale 
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customers to shift load into the core portfolio. Only the 
Nportfolio switching'banN will continue to ,govern. 

0.87-12-03,9 stated 'that Hadson ,suggested ,the'two-year 
amortization for the offset balancing accounts. Long ~each 
indicates that the proposal was in fact made by Long Beach. We 
acknowledge this tact. 
o. Commercial Rate Design Issues 

1. ClWfA's Petition tor Modification PatesI 2/4183 

2. PGiE's Petition for MOdification Dated 1113{83 

CH&MA. objects to the winter/sUIDmer rate differential 
which we imposed on core commercial custo~ers of all three 
utilities. CH&MA complains that only PG&E proposed such a 
differential. CH&MA also asks us to' reconsider our rejection of 
Socal's proposed incentive rate for gas air, conditioning'. PG&E and 
ORA oppose CH&MA's petition; Tt1RN supports it., 

The arguments CH&MA a4vances do no~ing more than reargue 
the pOsitions which it advocated in the proceedings leading to 
0.87-12-039. We considered and rejected those arguments in that , ~ 

order, and CH&MA.. basnoteonvineed'us to ,change our minds. We will, . , 

deny CH&MA's petition for modification. 
PG&E raises the issue of the intent of the core 

commercial rate structure adopted for PG&E's service territory in 
0.87-12-039. We adopted NPG&E's proposed'rate structure*" to 
address the so-called *"rose grower problemH--the, situation in which' 
two commercial customers, roughly equal in size but only one of 
which has. alternate fuel capability, will have widely different 
rates. PG&E is unsure to· which structure the decision refers: the 
large/small customers rate differential which PC&~ proposed i~ 
Exhibit 13-9, or the illustrative declining blcx::k structure which 
PG&E filed in response to the ALJ's September 9, 1987, ruling. 
There was no,opposition to PG&E's request that we clarify that the 
proposal referenced in the,decision'is the one in'Exhibit 139. We
will grant PG&E~s request. 
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E. Honcore Rate Design rs;w.es 
1. PGiE's Petitign tor MOdification ~ed 1/13£83 

PG&E asks us to clarify that the existing end-use 
priority system should continue in place, pen~ing the Commission's 
further consideration of how to implement .the priority charge 
concept. This clarification was not opposed, is reasonable, and we 
will adopt it. 

2. csa's Petition tor Mgditication Dated ?1?S/38 
The petition for modification filed by ~ on 

Februar'1 25-, 1988, raised three issues: 
1. calculation of D-1 demand charges. for P-2l:>

and G-INO customers in PG&E Advice Letter 
No. 145-3-G. 

Z. Making negotiated contracts public. 

3.. calculation ot customer charges. 

a. CAlculation of »-1 Demand Charge§: 
It is our understanding that PG&E intends to modify its 

AI.. No. 1453-G to· resolve the first issue concerning the 
arithmetical calculation of demandcharqes.PG&E apparently will 
use Socal's method to calculate 0-1 demand charges. SoCal's method ..• 
has not Deen protested,. to our kriowledge. Therefore~ action does 
not appear to be required o:n this :issue .. 

b. Public Notice Of Negotiated Contra~ 
0.87-03-044 ordered that contracts for noncore 

transmission service less than five years in length should be 
subm.itted to our commission. Advisory and Compliance Division 
(aco), which would then make ·the contracts available as required. 
CMA. is concerned that neither 0.8-7-03-044 nor D·.87-12'-039 makes. it 
clear exactly when the contracts must be filed with us. AlSo, CMk' 
would like the utilities to, make the contracts available for 
inspection at several -:1 •• i.ffe:rent utility ~istrict offices. 

We are not sure· that a petition for modification of 
0 .. 87-12-039 is the proper forum to· make such a request. However, 
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we do feel strongly that no useful purpose would be served by 
placing unnecessary constraints on the public availability of these 
contracts. Such constraints merely increase transaction.costs for. 
gas customers. Thus, in the interest o,f expediency we will clarify 
0.87-12-039 by adding an additional paragraph t~ require that the 
utilities will file with our CACO each negotiated contract for 
transmission service with a duration of less than five years; these 
filings shali be made within five days ~f the date o,f contract 
execution. 2 At this point the utilities should also make the 
contract available for public inspection ',at their general offices. 
Within ten days of execution, the contract should be made available 
at any of the utilities' district offices where' requests have been 
received to review such contracts. 

, c. cal.culation of· customer Charges 
CMA. notes the 0.87-12-039 is ambiquous regarc:l.ing the 

calculation of customer charges for noncore customers. 'Our prior 
decisions ,were clear'that a prior twelve-month period would be ,used 
in ,the calculation of customer charges. However, CMk P9ints out 
that the twelve-month period couldbe,a "'set.., historical period or. 
a moving twelve-month average. I~ a set period were used it 
appears that the customer charge would be established once· each 
year and would not change during the year. On the· other hand, with, 
a twelve-month movinq -average, ,the customer charge could be more 
responsive to the customer's immediate prior consumption level. 

CMA alleges that PC&E is- using the twelve-month moving 
average whereas SoCal is USing the "'set" histor,ical method.. CMA 
supports the PC&E method and impliCitly requests that whatever 
method is adopted be consistent for both utilities. TURN alsO-

2 As ordered in D.86-12-009' (p·.41), the utilities must file for. 
our review and approval transmission contracts with terms o·t five . " 
years or longer. 
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supports a consistent method for 'rJoth utilities. No parties tiled 
in opposition to these requests~ 

The calculation of the O-l demand charge relies on a 
twelve-month moving average~ The twelve-month moving average will 
also result in more responsive customer charges. We will provide 
that the customer charges for noncore customers be based on a 
twelve-month. moving average. 

3. DGS'S Petition tor Modification Dated 1/12188. 

4. SD§iE's Petition tpr MO$1ifis;ation D,§ted. 1/2§lU 

The state Departlnent of General Services (OGS) filed. a . 
petition for modification which r~~ses two issues that were not 
also subjects of its petition tor rehearing, which we dealt with~in 
0.88-03-04l. 

DeS asks us to· require the utilities to post their 
noncore WACOG prices tor the tol 1 owing month 5 to- 10 days in· -
advance ot the dates on which interstate transpOrt nominations are 
due. DCA argues that sucn advance notice will give customers .time 

, to shop around· for the best pri'ce. 005 .also. p:z;-oposes a. true-up 
mechanism tor the· noncore .WACOG. 

·PG&E opposes the posting requirement,. stating. that due· to -
'the timing ot spot gas bids, it cannot determine the next month's 
noncore WACOG until very late in the month.. PG&E is. not opposed to' . 
OGS's noncore WACOG true-up mechanism, so long. as the amortization. 
ot true-up balances can be extended beyond the- next month if market . 
conditions require. 

Socal states that as a matter of poliey, it posts its 
noncore WACOG as soon as. it is available, and argues that.a posting: 
requirement will not necessarily make it- available any sooner. 

OGS has not pers'J.aded us that there is a significant. 
problem with the current system tor posting monthly noncore WACOCs ... 
We will deny thisrequest~ 

Both. SOG&:& and OGS otfer proposals for non-core WACo(;. 
true-up. The. OGS's- proposed. noncore WACOG true-up- mechanism 
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appears to be consistent with what we discussed in more general 
terms on p. 107 of the decision. We see no, reason to make the 
decision any more specific· on this issue, on which there was no 
dispute. 

The SOG&E proposal is unclear, but our discussion of the 
OGS proposal above should resolve any uncertainty regarding our 
intention. 

Finally, DeS asks us to delay the date for implementing 
rates Huntil 30 days atter the Commission has issued decisions on 
storage unbundling, priority charges and access to. interstate 
storage (sic).H In the alternative, DGS suggests an initial 
exemption tromthe minimum one-year term and the switching ban for 
core election. DGS bases this request largely upon the recent 
schedule revisions in I.,87-03-03&, arguing 'that the issues in that 
investigation need to be decided'before a complete package o.f 
services would be available to. customers. The utilities and ORA 
oppose this request' •. 

~ We will deny DeS's request for a delay in the 
implementation date. We,' agree,; fully' with 'the utilities and DRA 

that the program adopted in: O'.87-12'-0~9 is fully capable of 
operating pending a decision' on the'issues in'1.$7-03-03-& .. We 
remind OGS that May l., l.9SS, is in not a deadline for makinq long
lasting procurement choices.. As $ocal notes, parties such as OGS 

who are worried about the impact ofunresolved'storaqe and 
proeurement issues are free to. negotiate a short-term 
transportation contract, and to procure gas themselves or trom ,the 
noncore portfolio, to carry them until decisions are issued in 

1.87-03-036. 
s. SCQPP's Petition for lIoditication <Dated 3/9188-, 

The Southern california Utility Power Pool anci' Imperial 
Irrigation District (SCOPP) 'ask us to reject Socal's attempt: to 
impose a Hnew,'and excessiveH transmission charge for 'O'EG igniter 
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fuel. This issue centers upon the following language in 
0.87-12-039: 

o. Igniter Fuel Statu§ 

Only PG&E raised this as an issue. Its 
recommendation is that this type cf fuel, 
currently classified as P2A, be· classified as 
core for transportation. This usage tits our 
basic definition cf core service--nc alternate 
fuel capability--and will be classified as 
core service. 

0.87-12-039, at 100. SoCal's February 1, 1988 Advice Letter No. 
1767 proposes a separate 32.667 cents per the~iqniter fuel 
volumetric tr~smission rate for UEG customers. scupp tiled the 
instant petition because it believes that this charge, which is 
equal to' the average ~ transmission rate, conflicts with our 
statements about the rates to' be- charged to' UEG customers and about . . 
the volumes that are to be included in the UEG Tier I. Seupp" 
c'ontends tru\.t in D.86-12-010 we decided to treat UEG load.' as 
noncore for transmission, with the full range cf nonccre 
procUrement options. Additio17ally, in 0.8.7-12':"0,39 we essentially 
continued the two-tiered UEG rate design first ,approved in 
0 .. 86-08-082; this rate. design includes igniter fuel vclumes iri~.,' 
Tier I. The Tier I transmission rate is a noncore rate. SCtJ'PP 
notes that the only testimony in the, implementation proceeding 
concerning core treatment of igniter fuel.was PG&E's testimony that' 

- ' 

it proposed to treat the igniter fuel for Southern california 
Edison's Coolwater complex as core transmission volumes.. There was 
nO' examination of the igniter fuel volumes to, which Socal applies 
its rate, and no discussion ,of the faetthat· treating-these volumes 
as core would mean that OEG cu~tomers would be bearing- distribution:, 
system fixed costs. We have determined' thatUEG customers should 
not be allocated such costs, since they receive· service at the 
trar.~.:~~.ission level. SC'O'PP concludes that the extreme uncertainty 
surrounding- the imposition of a core transmission rate for igniter 
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fuel, especially for SoCal's UEG customers, argues in favor of 
specifying that such a charge shoula not apply at this time to 
SoCal's utG customers. 

SoCal's response disagrees with SCUPF's argument that we 
intendea all OEG loaa to be noncore for transmission. SoCal cites 
page 16 of O.86-l2-010: "The P-1 ana P-2A loaa of a multiple use 
customer will still be considerea core, but will be eligible for 
transmission-only service ana all utility procurement options.* 
Igniter fuel bas a P2A priority. SoCal feels that it has 
appropriately followea 0.86-12-010 and 0 .. 8:7-12-039 in establishing 
a core rate for the transmission of P-2A igniter fuel.. SoCal does 
adlnit that, unli~e PG&E, it did not incluae igniter fuel volumes as . 
core load in its cost .allocation. ThUS, the imposition of its 
iqniterfuel charge would result inoverrecovery of. $7.7 million 
annually from OEG cu~tomers. SoCal proposes several means of 
dealing with this overrecovery, incluaing crediting the excess 
revenues to either theOEG class or to the core f' or redoing the e cost allocation,with core treatment of igniter fuel'volumes .. 

SoCal bas correctly interpreted our intent in' both 

0.86-12-010 and 0.87-12-039. Although the great majority of UEG 
usage is noncore, igniter fuel usage does meet our definition of 
core load for transmission: P2A priority witA no feasible 
alternative fuel capability. Tbus, UEG customers are *lnultiple 
use'" customers. as discussed in 0.86·-12-0l0, and the core portion 'of , 
their usage shoula be charged a core transmission rate. However, 
SCTJPP has highlighted how little attention this issue received in 
this case, especially with respect to SoCal's. 'UEG rates ... 'I'he exact 

, .' 

mechanics of how igniter tuel.volumes should be determined and 
treated in SoCal's.rate·design received no scrutiny at all: . 
SCOPP's poin~ is well taken that the allocation of core 
distribution system fixed costs to igniter fuel use may be 

. " 
inappropriate.. Thus, allocating ·excess iqniter fuel revenues back .. ·· 
to the core may overcharge trEG customers.. In addition, we have 
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repeatedly resisted breaking new ground or revisiting old issues on 
cost allocation. Given this admittedly contused situation, we 
think that the best solution is to adopt SCOPP's request now, while' 
giving socal's OEGcustomers notice at this time that we will treat 
igniter fuel use as core load for cost allocation and rate design 
purposes in Socal's first cost reallocation proceeding. Until 
then, Socal should eliminate its separate igniter fuel transmission 
charge. PG&E's tariff ,prOVisions on igniter fuel are reasonable, 
given that the issue was covered in PG&E's testimony. 

Q R D' E R 

:IT" XS ORDERED that the parties to the NRSA stipulation 
adopted in D.S6-l2-010, as well as any interested parties to 
I.S6-06-00S, shall meet and confer t~ attempt t~develop, a 
procedure which would allow the utilities to tile to revise just 
the core portfolio WACOG, whenever the Core Procurement Purchased 
Gas Adjustment Account threatens to-become'significantly out of 

, ' 

balance, due to unexpected changes in gas costs or in the sequence 
of purchases for the core portfolio. This procedure shall :be as 
simple as possible, and shall be based on the discussion in this. 
order. 

X".. IS POICrBEk ORDER'ED that D·_S.7-12-0~9 and 0.86-12-010 

are modified as tollows: 
1. The last paragraph in the discussion section on page 66 

of 0.86-12-010. is replaced with the following: 

At Industrial Users' reques.t, we will clarify 
that noncore customers may choose' eleete.d . core 
procurement for only a portion of· their gas. 
requirements, if they wish. CMA raised the 
issue of whether core-elect customers must 
specify monthly.contract quantities. Since we 
have allowed core election for' l-c:ss" than a 
customer's full requirements, there ,is the 
potential, unless we· allow the utilities to 
impose some restrictions, for a user to take 
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his core elect volumes ~uring only a portion 
of the year--for example, in the winter, when 
supplies may be tight and spot prices high. 
Such a pattern of core election, if . 
widespread, could raise costs to all core 
customers by increasing the seasonality of 
core procurement load. We are uncertain 
whether the utilities have adequate storage 
capacity to handle such increased load swings~ 
they might have to buy expensive winter spot 
gas in order to· meet a sudden surge in core
elect deman~_ SUch wwinter-onlyW core 
election also could allow noncore customers to 
evade the portfolio· switching ban which we 
adopt elsewhere in this or~er. Until we gain 
some experience under the new program, and 
take a closer look at the role of storage in 
the context of the new industry structure, we 
find it prudent to· allow the utilities to 
impose reasonable restrictions on' the- monthly 
contract quantities of core-elect customers 

. who, do not buy core'gas for their full 
requirements. Essentially, the' utilities may 
require core-elect. customers to take· gas from 
the core portfolio· in a pa.ttern,that ' 
approximates their historical month-by-month 
load profile. We also· think that core-elect 
customers should provide th~ utilities with 
the user's best estimate·of core-elect demand 
over the contract period.~ this will assist the 
company in planning its core portfoli~ 
purchases. This information need not be part 
of the· core-elect purchase contrac:t,' and the 
utility should keep it confidential if the 
customer so requests. 

2. The following is ,added to the adopted rules on page 67 of 
0.86-l2-0l0: 

The utilities shall impose reasonable 
restrictions on the monthly contract· quantities 
of partial-requirements'core-elect customers, 
in order to discourage wWinter-onlyW core 
election. A core-elect customer shall provide 
the utility witn its best estimate' of monthly. 
core-elect demand over the length o,! the ...... 
contract .. 
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3. Conclusion of Law 32 of 6.86-12-010 is modified to read: 
No take-or-pay provision for elected core 
procurement contracts is warranted at this 
time~ however, the utilities shall impose 
reasonable restrictions on the monthly contract 
quantities of partial requirements core-elect 
customers in order to discourage *winter-only* 
core election .. 

4. Socal shall modify its core portfolio price, .sub~itted in 
compliance with 0.87-12-039, to reflect the use of an El Paso, price 
of $2.22 per MMBtu~ ~he cost of gas table on page 62~of 0.87-12-

039 shall be modified to reflect this change .. 
5. The last full paragraph on page 4S of 0.8,7-l2-039 is 

modified to. read: 
We will adopt the PG&E proposal for the small 
core customer with alternate fuel capability, 
based primarily on our belief that the 
corelnoncore distinction should be based on 
alternate fuel capability and not on the size 
of the customer. Thus, in order to qualify for 
noncore status, a' small. (less than, 20,.800 . 
therms per month) core customer must 
demonstrate:, (1) that actual alternate fuel 
facilities are installed and capable of use on 
a sustained basis; (2) that the cost of using 
alternate fuel would be lower than, the price of 
core gas service; and (3)" that the customer is 
willing to, accept the lower service priority of 
noncore service.. Concerning the standby 
requirement for large customers, we will adopt 
the position which PG&E stated in its brief: 
the existin9' standby requirements will be 
retained, W1th exceptions possible in cases 
where the customer has the clear technological 
capability to install alternate fuel 
facilities, and;where the cost to· do. so. and 
then to use alternate fuel would· be less than 
the cost of core service. These, exceptions 
will require the specific approval of the 
Commission. . 

We will also adopt Socal's sugges:t:ie:. that' 
customers who are classified as noncore as a 
result of either of these tests must requality 
on an annual basis. 
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read: 
6. Finding of Fact 17 of D.87-12-039 should be amended to 

Core customers are those customers that have,'no 
alternative fuel capability. Therefore P1 and 
P2A customers that, because of tl'leir usage, 
would not otherwise be considered noncore may 
be reclassified as noncore, if such customers 
meet the followinq conditions: (1) actual 
alternate fuel facilities are installed and 
capable of use on a sustained basis~ (2) the 
cost of using alternate fuel would be lower 
than the )?rice of core qas service; and (3) the 
customer ~s willinq to accept the lower service 
priority of noncore service. CUstomers large 
enough. to be considered noncore, but that do. 
not have the alternative,fuel equipment on
site, will also· be considered noncoreif the 
customer clearly has the teehnoloqical 
capability to use alternative tuel and would be 
able to· do so' at a cost that is less than the 
cost of core service. 

7. Tho to 1 low1nq, Conelu~ion o!Law 2a is added to 
D.87-12-039: 

2a. For customers large· enough to. be . 
considered: no'ncore, exceptions to., the standby 
requirement should require commission 
authorization on a case-by-case basis. 

S. Section IV.A.6 of D.87-12-039 entitled *Allocation of 
Franchise Fees and OncollectiblesN is-modified to· read as follows: 

All parties appear to agree that Franchise' Fees. 
should be allocated on a,' percent-of-revenue 
basis and, that uncollectil:>les (both fixed cost 
related and commodity cost related) should not 
be allocated to wholesale customers. 

We will explicitly adopt the allocation method 
of socal' (which was, supported by CMA) for the 
detail of this allocation, issue. The 50Cal 
method produces results which closely match the 
cost incurrence pattern of this cost item. 

9. Section X.A of 0.87-12'-039 entitled *Wholesale 
Procurement FlexibilityN is modified to. read as follows.: 
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Palo Alto prop'osed that the wholesale customers 
be allowed wide latitude in electin~ into core 
procurement and also in renominatin~ or 
chan~in~ their,nominations. Oesignatin~ load 
election actually involves both transportation 
and procurement. Palo· Alto- a~rees that if 
adjustments in its transportation nominations 
require additional facilities, then the 
wholesale customer could be required to· ~ive 
adequate advance notice.. Also, Palo Alto . 
a~rees that its proposed latitude in nominatin~ 
load into the core be 'restricted to P1" P2A and 
P2B priorities .. 

Since there is such a lar~e amount of a~reement 
on these issues, we favor a ,more hands-off 
approach. The parties have historically 
concluded successful ne~otiations on subjects 
with the same deqree of complexity.. AS 'l'ORN 
reminded us in its comments,. such shifts in 
procurement nominations. wiJ.l be subject to the 
portfolio, switching policies adopted· in 
0.86-12-009 and 0.86-12-010. We will allow the 
parties to ne~otiate such thinqs 'as 
adjustments, growth, and prorations. For. 
transportation designation, we will adopt the 
rule proposed by Palo Alto. We will let the 
partiesne~otiateconcernin9',the ,true lenqth of 
time to construct required' new facili t'ies .. 

The wholesale customers require additional 
flexibility t~meet the needs of their 
customers at the lowest possible rates. A 
liberal load balancinq mechanism will-provide 
such flexibility until we have reached a 
decision in the ongoing,storaqe and procurement 
investigation. We mandate on an interim basis 
that the core loads ot wholesale customers on 
*default* rates can be out of balance' for a 
period up. to twelve months ,in length.. The 
maximum amount by which volumes purchased to 
serve~the wholesale customer's core,market can 
be out-o·t-balance is lilnitedto a volume equal 
t~the percentaqe of the servinq utility'S 
storaqe capacity equivalent to' the percentaqe 
of total storaqe costs assessed to the core 

" customers of that, Wholesale customer in the 
adopted 'cost allocation. 
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10. Finding of Fact 100 of 0.87-12'-039 is modified. to read. as 
follows: 

100. Wholesale customers' choice of portfolios 
for gas procurement is governed by the 
portfolio switching ban in the same fashion 
as other noncore customers. 

11. section IV.B.1 of 0.8'7-12-039, entitled *Balaneing 
Account Amortization,* is modified to read as follows: 

The ~ortization for *offset balancinq 
accounts* was somewhat controversial in this 
proceeding in that there were at least three 
different periods proposed.. PG&E, supported by 
TORN, suggests a twelve-month period based on 
the theory that all customers will· have 
experienced one complete annual cycle of usage. 

Socal proposes a nine-month period,. with the 
caveat that it would make an advice letter. 
filing lowering the rates once the' balancing 
account is zeroed out. ~his is opposed by 
TORN, who favors a twelve-month period because 
it will result in a.rate 'decrease. . 

Finally, Long Beach' suggests that we tie in the 
amortization period to· the length' of time (two· 
years) that the NRSA protection will be in 
existence. We agree with and will adopt the 
Long Beach proposal. "By accepting this 
proposal we can provide for an extended period 
of rate stability while at the same time 
allowing the utilities ample opportUnity to. 
recover the balances. Also,,, the two-y;ear time 
period is short enough. so· that it is likely 
that the customers who. created the 
undercolleetionwill also pay it'offw 

12. ~e last sentence in the first paragraph in the section 
headed *Larqe/Small CUstomer Oiffe,rentials~ on page 85 of 
0.S7-12-039 is amended. to read:. 

PG&E"s. proposal in 'Exhibit 139 to divide the 
core commercial rate· design into. two. schedules 
consisting .. of a monthly cus.tomer 'charge and 
flat,. seasonally differentiated.' rat'es .. 
mitigates the rate differentials and, as 
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modified in the upcoming discussion, is 
adopted. 

13. Atter the first full paragraph on page 43 of'D.87-1Z-039, 
the following should be added: 

Until we have determined the implementation 
details of the unbundled priority charge, the 
utilities should use the current end-use 
priority syste~ (Pl through PS) for capacity 
priority. ' 

14. section'X of 0.87-12'-039 is modified by adding subsection 
L. as follows: 

L. Contract Disclosure 

0.S7-03-044 provided that noncore 
transmission contracts would be made 
available for public inspection... such 
contracts, were to' be tiled with our CACO
which would make them available as 
requested. 

0.87-03-044 did not address" the timing of 
the contract filings with the CACO. More 
precision in the 'rules, governing public 
disclosure of contracts will" ,assist the 
utilities in formulating consistent tariff 
rules and clarify our intentions. 

The contracts referred to·abQve' should be 
tiled with our CACO-within five days of 
execution. Also, each utility shall make 
the contracts available at its general 
oftice~within S days of execution and~ 
upon request, at any', of its district 
offices within 10 days of execution. 

lS. seetion IV.C.1 of 0.j3.7-12-039 entitled "'CUstomer Charges'" 
is modified to re~d as follows: 

0.86-12-009 provided that the customer charge 
proposal of ORA would be the basis for 
establishing customer chax'ges. Socal,.. SOG&E, 
and ORA have correctly ±mplemented the customer 
e:6:~rge concept, whi~ Is to have the charge ' 
vary by average monthly usage, over a moving 
twelve-month histor.i:calperiod. 'l'he nwnber of 
bands and the size' of the bands, as contained 
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in the latest ORA filings~ will be adopted. 
The new PG&E proposal (unsupported by other 
parties) to have flat customer charges for all 
customers in a class will be rejected because 
it does not reflect costs and does not 
implement our prior orders. 

16. The discussion under the heading WIgniter Fuel StatusW on 
page 100 of D.87-12-039 is mOdified to· read as follows: 

.' .,' 

Only PG&E raised this as an issue and 
incorporated its recommendation into its cost 
allocation and rate design. PG&E asked that 
this type of fuel, currently classified as 
P2A, be classified as a core load for 
transmission service. This usage.fits our 
definition ot: core service--no- alternate fuel 
capability. . We will allow PG&E to classify 
and· establish. a rate for the transmission of 
igniter fuel as a core transmission service. 

Neither SoCal nor its UEG customers raised the 
issue of the status of igniter fuel volumes. 
Under SoCal~s current UEG rate design~ whose 
structure is largel~ incorporated in the 
default OEG rate whl.chwe are adopting" 
igniter fuel volumes.. are included in Tier I 
volumes. Due to the.lack of attention which 
this issue received in SoCal's rate.'design, we· 
will allow iCJlliter fuel to be treated as a 
noncore, Tier I load. at this time. We· put 
Socal and its OEG customers on notice that in 
Socal~s first cost rea.llocation proceeding we 
intend to treat igniter fuel as.. a core load in 
Socal's cost allocation and rate design as 
well as.. in PG&E's ... 

: .. -
.' ' 
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IT IS FORr.RER ORDERED that, tc the extent they are not 
granted or deferred. above, all petitions for modification of. 
0.87-12-039 are denied. 

This order is effeetive today. 
Dated March 23, 1988, at San Franeisco, California * 
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STANLEY W. H'O'LET'r 
President 

DONALD VIAL 
FREDERICK R. OUDA 
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O::::~~t:::::CI:::::::::i::MMISSI~N OF THE ST~/O~/CALIFORNIA 
on the Commission's motion into ) 
implementing a rate design for ) 
u.nbundled gas utility services ) I .. 86~0'6-00S. 
consistent with policies adopted ) (Filed June 5, 1986) 
in Decision 86-03-057. l ~ 

And Related Matters. 

) ~.86-06-006 
) (Fi"led June 5, 1986.) 
) 
) Application 87-01-0~3 
) (Filed January 2~, 1987) 

) Application 8-7-01-037 
) (Filed January 27, 1987) 
) 
) Application 87-04-040 
) (Filed April 20, 1987) 

------------------------~-----) 
h:Z:l{ION 

D. 88-03-041, /sued March 9, 1988, denied several 
petitions for modification of D. 87-12-039, the'final 
ilnplementation order In our effort to restructure,. on an unbundled 
basis,. the rates of lifornia gas. utilities. This order addresses' 
the remaining peti ions for modification of that order. 

j Tr11i!N's Petition f.or JIOdif..ication dated Pet>. 17, 1988. 

~ward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) has asked that ' 
we mOdifY/D. 87-12-039, D. 86-12-009', and D .. 86-12-010 to change • 
several jof our procurement policies. ' Although 'rUlW", acknowledges 
that ou~ ongoing procurement investigation would be anap:propriate. 
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place to raise these issues, it feels that these issues need to be 

resolved at least on an interim basis before the May 1, 1988, 
implementation date, in order to avoid possible harmful impacts on 
core customers during the initial year of our new program. 

TORN first suggests that core elect procurement customers 
should pay the actual, rather than the forecasted, weighted a'1.·erage 
cost of gas (WACOG) for the core portfolio·. TORN argues that the 
forecasts of the core WACOG are likely to, be wrong, and that under 
or overcollections in the core gas cost balancing account will lead 
to- incorrect signals to noncore customers to· elect out of or into 
the core portfolio. For example, core elect customers may elect 
out of the core portfolio, in order to: avoid having to, pay for the 
amortization of a large undercollection which they may have helped 
to create. These customers might thus ,escape responsibility for 
the full costs of their procurement choice, leaving captive core 
customers to: absorb additional costs. In the event of a ~arge 
overcollection in the core gas account, noncore customere might 
have an undue incentive to elect into the core portfolio" to- reap 
the advantages of an overcollection which they did not pay to 
create. TORN's solution to these problems' is to· charge core elect 
customers the actual core WACOG each month,. rather than a 
forecasted price. In effect, the core gas cost balancing account 
would not apply to core elect cUstomers,. who, would be charged a 
current price. If the Commission is concerned. that such a change 
might reduce the rate certainty offered in the coro portfolio., TORN' 
suggests that the utilities be allowed to o,ffer core elect 
customers firm one-year contract prices, with the Shareholders 
bearing the price risk for these contracts a 

'the california Manufacturers Association (CMA) a.."'ld 
Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) 'filed responses opposing TURN's 
request. Both PG&E and CMA feel that T'CRN's proposal would 
decrease the attractiveness of core election. PG&E .comments that 
'l"ORN's. propos.al would reduce the price stability and predictability 
of the core portfolio. CMA. cites. 1)'. 86-1Z-010 as evidence that the 
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Commission has already decided that the restrictions on core ·e election should ~e minimized. CMA also- argues that core elect 
customers do not necessarily have accurate forecasts ot tuture gas 
prices, and that TORN's concern a~out their ability to- 'gameW core 
election is thus overblown. Finally, CMA notes that the Negotiated 
Revenue Stability Account (NRSA) stipulation which the commission 
adopted in o. 86-12-010 provides that the utilities shall tile an 
otfset case it the average total core rate deviates ~y tour percent 
or more trom the authorized (torecasted) rate. 

We believe that TORN has raised an important problem, and 
has suggested a potential solution.. However, we' think that TO:RN 

may not have found the best solution, for reasons which the 
responses ot CMk and PG&E have highlighted. We are interested in 
providing- the utilities with the tools necessary to- otter a core 
portfolio- with stable and predictable prices: this is one o'f the 
key goals o'f our core ,procurement policy. Undeniably, this goal 
will be furthered by preventing large under or overcollections in 
the core gas balancing account, to prevent both .sudden swings' in 
the core WACOG and the sort of 'gaming*' of core election which TORN 

4It 'fears. Unfortunately, the stipulation which we adopted in D. 86-
12-010 actually may not prevent a large gas cost over.or 
undercollection, because the tiling trigger is based on the ~tol 
core rate, which includes margin recovery as· well'as gas costs .. 
For example, a large core margin overcolleetion could mask a core 
gas cost undercolleetion, as. appears. to have happened this winter 
in southern calitornia.. Thus, CHA's citation o'f the stipulation in 
opposition to. TORN 's petition is not really on point.. We think 
that a better idea than 'l'tJRN's proposal maybe to· develop- a 
procedure which would allow'the.utilities to· file to revise just 
the core ~COG, whenever the core gas balancing account threatens 
to become significantly out of balance,. due solely to:unexpeeted 
changes in gas costs or the sequence of purchases. SUch a 
provision would address the concerns which we share with PG&Eand 
CMA: that we not diminish the price stability of the core 
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portfolio, that we not treat core eleet customers differently than 
.4It other core users, and that we not make major revisions in our 

program at this late date. It would also encourage core gas 
suppliers to keep their prices stable enough to avoid the trigger 
for this gas cost oftset procedure. We do r.ot have enough 
information to set an appropriate trigger; we will ask the parties 
to the stipulation and to this case to try to work out an agreement 
tor such a mechanism. We emphasize that such a procedure should be 

a simple mechanism to change the core WACOG to reflect new gas 
costs and purchasing sequence: the procedure should not involve 
extensive hearings or revisions to sales forecasts, cost 
allocation, or rate design. We view this procedure as simply a 
fine-tuning adjustment to our procurement policies, whose intent is: 
to enhance the stability of the core portfolio. We will not act on 
this issue until the parties have had the opportunity to work out 
such a procedure; in the. meantilne, we see no great immediate harm 
in allowing the program. to begin with all core procurement 
customers paying the forecasted core WACOG. 

TTJ'RN also proposed that tbe utilities):)e. allowed to offer e one-year, fixed price- core procurement contracts, with the 
shareholders. bearing the price risk. As this proposal does. not. 
seem to address any immediate. problem,. we will defer consideration-
of the idea to the gas procurement case, where we can examine it in. 
the context of other options for revising our core procurement 
policies .. 

TTJ'RN is also· concerned. about the Ability o~ core elect 
customers to purchase only a portion of their annual requirements 
from the core portfolio-. 'rT.1RN notes that many noncore cus.tomers 
may elect into the core portfolio for only their winter 
requirements, and will purchase cheap spot gas during the swnmer. 
This would provide core elect customers with the ):)ene~:i:ts of the 
core portfolio's supply security and price stability durinq the 
peak demands in the winter, and the price advantages of cheap· spot 
gas during the low demand period in the summer. What worries 'I"O:RN 

.. 
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about this possibility is that the increased core demand during the 

high-cost winter period could increase the core WACOG, to the 
detriment of captive core customers. TURN's concern is based on 
the premise that the utilities would be unable to purchase 
additional long-term supplies to meet the increased winter-only 
core elect demand, and would have to rely on increased purchases of 
high-cost winter spot gas. TORN asks us to impose some sort of 
restriction on core election that would prevent *winter-only* core 
election. One possibility, for example, would be to require 
customers who elect into the core for only a portion of their 
requirements to buy from the core an equal percentage of their 
total usage each month. TURN also notes that PG&E appears to have' 
included language in its recently-filed core elect tariff that 
would resolve this problem.. 

The Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) supports TORN's 
request,. noting that what TORN proposes is essentially j~st an 
elaboration of the *porttolio switching ban* which the commission 
adopted in o. 86-12-010. This policy prevents noncore customers 
from electing into the core portfolio- when the noncore portfolio is 
more expensive than the core portfolio-•• ;Tbe switching ban is most 
likely to be in place in the winter, when demand: peaks and spot 
prices are likely to rise. ORA points out that a customer could 
evade the ban by electing, sometime in the summer or fall, into the 
core for just his winter requirements .. 

CMA opposes this modification. CMA argues that 
restrictions such as this were considered by the Commission and 
rejected. in o. 8:6-12-010. O. 86-12-010 requires core elect 
customers to specify only yearly contract amounts, and allows 
noncore customers to divide their total load among procurement 
options. CMA. believes that, even with two gas. portfolios and the 
possibility of self-procurement, there wil,l. be adequate diversity, 
of demand in the core portfolio to- avoid the problems. TORN forsees::.. 

Resolving this issue· requires striking a careful Nlanee:· 
we do. not want to- place unnecessary restrictions on core election, 
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yet we also want to protect captive core customers from increased 
~ costs due to unforeseen core election during the high-cost winter 

season. Because core elect customers now are required to. specify 
only annual contract amounts, the utilities have no. way of knowing 
in what season this load will appear. TORN, ORA, ~d PG&E are 
justifiably concerned that unforeseen winter core elect demand 
could require short-term purchases of high-cost gas. However, the 
restrictions they propose could reduce core election, and we have 
eften observed that a healthy core elect class may help the utility 
to reduce procurement costs for all core customers -- a view that 
both PG&E and TORN have consistently supported. 

Our solution at this time is to. allow the utilities to 
impose the requirement in PG&E's tariff, at least until we have 
9'ained some actual experience" under the new prOCjraln. In D. 86-12-
010 we decided that core elect customers must obligate themselves 
to. purchase gas from the core portfolio. for a period ef at least 
one year. One year was the minimuxn. obligation which we felt, would " 
give the utilities a reasonable ability to. plan their purchases for 
the core portfelie. CUstomers who elect into. the core portfolio 
intending to take core gas for only a portion, of the year -- just 
for the winter, tor example -- in our view are vielating the 
spirit, if not the letter, of the one year requirement. We also 
agree with ORA that Mwinter onlyM core election has the potential 
to. result in the circumvention of the portfolio- switching ban. We 
de not want to put the utilities into the position of having to buy 
high-priced winter spot gas in order to meet a sudden surge in' 
customers who. elect into. the core' in the fall, intending only'to 
cover their winter requirements with core gas... We recognize that 
on this issue a key uncertainty is the utility's ability t~use 
storage to meet the swings in demand from core procurement 
customers. It the utilities have the storage capacity to meetcor~ 
procurement demands which are highly seasonal, we m.ightl::>eableto:. 
relax the restriction we are imposing'today. Ultimately,. we 'hope 
that our experience under the new program will allow us to. relax 
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this restriction. However, because we have not completed our 
·41 proceeding on storage issues, and because we have no· actual 

operatinq experience under the new program, we find that the 
prudent approach is to adopt the restriction proposed ~y TORN, as 
embodied in PG&E's tariff language. 

We will also· require core elect customers to provide the 
utility, at the time the core procurement contract is signed, with 
an estimate of monthly core elect demand over the contract period. 
This information will hel~ the utility t~ plan its core purchases 
and storage operations over the entire year in a way that minimizes 
core procurement costs. CUstomers will be required to supplement 
this information should their plans change. If so requested by the 
customer, the utility should keep this information confidential. 
We see no reason why the core elect customer will not supply the 
utility with the customer's best estimate of monthly core elect 
demand: it will be in the customer's best interest to provide the 
utilitY'with an accurate forecast on which the utility can act to 
minimize its core proeurementcosts. 

Therefore, we will modify o. 86-1Z-010 to require core 
4It elect customers to provide an updated· torecast of their monthly 

core elect demand over the contract period. In addition, D. 86-12-

010 should be modified to· allow the utilities, to- add the PG&E 
tariff lanqua9'e cited by TORN to', core procurement contraets. The
utilities Should modify their taritf filings, if necessary, to' 
retlect these modifications to the core procurement tariff. 

TORN's final issue is a response to a provision in PG&E's . 
newly-filed tariff for sales to PG&E's electric, department, which 
allows the electric department to *arrange for natural gas 
procurement trom an outside source." TORN observes that,allowing 
such separate procurement would make a mockery of our requ-irement" 
that PG&E, supply gas at either'the core or noncore WACOGs, without 
targeting specific gas supplies to certain customers. It would. 
also violate the None company" policy which the commission has long, 
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followed in reasonableness reviews of fuel purchases by combination 
utilities. 

PG&E responds that its tariff language is based on O. 86-
12-010, which established that ~UEG gas load should be treated as 
any other largo noncore load~ (Conclusion of Law No.6). Thus, 
PG&E's electric department should have the full range of 
procurement options available to an electric-only utility. PG&E 
points out that the purpose o,f any gas procurement activities by 
the electric department will be to benefit electric customers, 
arguing that the electric department may be able to. procure 
favorably-priced gas without reducing the amount of sfmilar 
supplies which are available to the core portfolio. PG&E states 
that it intends to comply with both the letter and the spirit of 
the Commission's *no" targeting* policy, and reminds us that we have 
both gas and electric reasonableness reviews in Which t~ enforce 
our directives. 

The Independent Energy Producers Association (IEP) filed 
a response supporting 'rORN's request. lEt> makes the additional 
arguments that PG&E's proposal has serious anticompetitive e implications, and thus that the commission cannot adopt it without 
considering these impacts, as required under North@rn california 
POwer Agency y. Public Utilities Commission 50 C3d 370 (1971). IEP 
argues that if the electric department is able to. procure cheap gas 
tor PG&E's powerplants, the avoided" cost rates paid to. qualifying 
facilities (QFs) will also fall, potentially driving these 
competing electricity suppliers. out of business.. In addition, IEP 
paints a picture of PG&E's electric department siphoning off the 
cheapest gas supplies to. the extent that. other noncore customer.> 
will be forced into PG&E's core portfolio.. 

ORA. supports rG&E on this issue. ORA. also. admits that 
the economics of ,cogeneration projects could be impacted negatively 
it the utility is consistently able to purchase gas at cheaper 
prices than what is available to cogenerators.. However, DRA does 
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not feel that the potential for such a scenario merits stronger 
.~ action at this time than close monitoring. 

This issue presents us with a situation in which two of 
our established policies, applied to a combined utility like PG&E, 
appear to be working at cross purposes. Granting PG&E's request 
might open up a backdoor circumvention o·f our current policy 
against the NtargetingH of gas supplies. ~et foreclosing this 
possibility would deny PG&E's electric department the full range of 
procurement options which we have granted to electric-only 
utilities. We note that the equities of this issue essentially 
boil down to whether to favor gas or electric ratepayers; many of 
PG&E's ratepayers are both. We will deny TURN's request at this 
time, relying on PG&E's declared intention to honor our Nno 
targetingN policy and on our al>ility to hold the utility to that 
commitment in reasonableness reviews. We concur with the DRA's 
view that the anticompeti ti ve impact of this aecision on QFs is.' 

speculative at best; we will monitor PG&E's OEG procurement 
activities closely to ensure that the utility'S actions do not deny 
QFs the opportunity to· procure competitively-priced ga$ supplies. 
Finally, we note that this decision should be considered to be 

interim in nature,. pending the completion of our integrated and 
comprehensive review of procurement policies in I~ 87-03-03&. 

2. SoCal Cas' Petition for Modification dated 1/29/88:-
Southern California Gas (Socal) asks, us. to· modify' the 

spot market and El Paso gas prices which the implementation 
decision adopted for SoCal .. SoCal argues that our adopted spot 
price of $1.7S per MMBtu did not account for possible sharp 

increases in spot prices during the 1987-88 winter months. Those 
increases have in faet occurred, and SoCal urges us now to. adopt 
its original forecast of $1.90 per MMBtu. SOCal also points out 
that we adopted inconsistent El Paso prices for Socal and PG&E, 
despite the fact that both companies buy qas from El Paso, at the 
same price. SoCal would like us to use the higher El Paso- price 
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used in the PG&E cost of gas tables.. The impact of these 
modifications is to raise the core cost of gas for SoCal by $23.9 
million, and to, increase the core WACOG from $2.109 per MMBtu to 
$2.161 per MMBtu. SoCal argues that this higher core WACOG will 
more accurately represent anticipated gas prices over the period 
until SoCal's first cost reallocation proceeding, and thus will 
minimize possible undercollections in the core gas cost balancing 
account. The ORA supports making the El Paso prices consistent, 
but feels that the decision's spot price forecast is still 
reasonable. CMA. agrees with the ORA. 

As TURN's response indicates, this issue is linked to the 
question of whether to charge core elect customers the actual or 
the forecasted core WACOG. As we have discussed above, we' are 
addressing means to limit the potential for customers to *game~ 
core election in response to dramatic over or undercollections in 
the core gas cost balancing account .. , The' steps we'take 071 that 
issue will minimize what 'I"ORN has correctly' pinpo,inted as the most 
serious problem that may arise from inaccurate forecasts of the 
core WACOG. e considering this,. and the views, of CMA. and DRA that the 
adopted spot price forecast is still appropriate,. we will deny 
Socal's request to, modify the adopted spot, price forecast. We 
agree with ~ and DRA that the decision's spot price forecast 
remains reasonable. We will,. however, allow the modification which 
Socal proposes to the El Paso- price in order to achieve consistency .' . 

-with the adopted cost of gas for PG&E. This inconsistency in D .. 
87-12-039 was a s.imple oversight.. SoCal should revise its core 
portfolio WACOG to reflect the $2 .. 22 per MMBtu El Paso- price. 

- 10 -
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B. C~oncore Definition 

1. PG&E's Petition for Modification dated 1/13/88. 
PG&E requests a modification which would clarify our 

adopted definition of the core and noncore classes. PG&E asks us 
to clarify our adopted distinction between core and noncore 
customers with respect to two separate situations. The first 
involves customers who have economically and technically feasible 
alternative fuel facilities in place, but are otherwise too small 
to be considered noncore. The second involves users who are large 
enough to be considered noncore, who do not presently have 
alternative fuel equipment onsite, yet who have the capability to 
install technically and economically feasible alternative fuel 
tacilities. PG&E notes, and all other parties who commented on 
this issue appear to agree, that D. 87-12-039 seems. to confuse 
these two' situation. We agree that the decision is indeed 
contusing, and needs clarification. 

However, there is some difference of opinion on exaetly 
how to clarify this issue. DRA and SoCal presented detailed' e analyses of this issue, and raised' a number of important points 
which the clarifying language suggested' by PG&E does not 
specifically address. Although our intent in D. 87-12'-039 was to I 

adopt the PG&E position on this issue, and the clarifYing language', 
PG&E has proposed would accomplish -that, we think that SoC8.l and 
DRA have raised issues which need· to-be resolved. 

SoOll agrees with PG&E's position. that small (under 
20,800 therms per month) core. customers who, already have standby 
equipment installed (i.e., small P2B. customers),. and who 
demonstrate that they cannot be served gas competitively,at core 
rates, may qualify tor noncore status_ However, SoCal'believes 
that small core customers who-do not have alternative facilities 
presently installed should not be allowed to quality for noncore 
status either by installinq.standby equipment or by passing a 
:feasibility test for such an installation. Otherwise, SoCal:fears'· 
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the potential administrative chaos of a large number of small core 
customers seeking noncore service. SoCal also believes that large 
(20,800 therms per month or greater) P2A customers should not be 
granted noncore status without installing standby equipment; socal 
claims that for most such customers alternative fuel facilities are 
infeasible, or they would already have been installed. Finally, 
Socal cautions that if we adopt any sort of feasibility test for 
determining core/noncore status, customers should be required to 
requalify yearly, and to' accept the lower priority of noncore 
service .. 

ORA concurs with SoCal that only small core customers 
with ,xisting alternate fuel facilities should be allowed to 
qualify for noncore status upon a showing of economic feasibility. 
DRA also urges us not to weaken the existing standby requirements 
for large P2S and P3 customers, without som.e experience under the 
new program and a better record on this issue. ORA points outtbe 
experience in the recent SoCal Gas eurtailment~ when a si9n1fieant 
number of low priority customers were found· not to have the 
requisite standby equipment in place.. ORA reminds us that a e cornerstone of our program is. the requirement that noncore 
customers have a competitive option to utility gas service. 

The California Hotel and Motel. Association (CH&MA) and 
the Coalition of Declining Enrollment schools (CODES) both object 
to any limitation which allows only small core customers with 
existing standby facilities to seek noncore status. These parties 
argue that such a restriction would deny to' small core· customers 
the opportunity to seek competitive options to utility service, and 
might result in a situation, for example~ in which users who might . 
be served gas. at noncore rates would leave the system because core; ." 
rates were above the costs of installinq and us.ing propane. ~ 
supports the exceptions which PG&E wou14allow to the alternate 
fuel requirements for large customers. 

After reviewinq these .. comments, as well as the record 
leadinq to D. 87-12-039, we continue to support PG&E'sbasic 
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position on the issues surrounding the core/noncore definition. We 
.~ will clarify o. 87-l2-039 to require small core customers (less 

than 20,800 therms per month) to· meet PG&E's three-pronged test in 
order to qualify tor noncore status: 1) actual alternate fuel 
facilities are installed and capable of use on a sustained basis; 
2) the cost ot using alternate fuel would be lower than the price 
of core gas service; and 3) the customer is willing to accept the 
lower service priority of noncore service. This test satisfies 
So04l's concern that such customers must have installed standby 
facilities. We will not adopt the SoCal/DRA proposal to limit the 
applicability of this test to small core customers with exi~ing 
alternate fuel facilities; we agree with CH&MA and. CODES that the 
impact of such a restriction might be to drive customers completely 
ott the gas system. We will adopt Socal's suggestion that users 
who quality tor noncore service in this way must requalify on an 
annual basis .. 

considerable contusion swirls around the issue of the 
standby requirement tor large customers (usage greater than 20,800 

therms per month). For example, PG&E's Rule 2'l reters to the e technological feasibility of alternative fuel use, yet its. (;-50, and: 
G-5S tariffs require installed facilities. Als~r we note tha~ a 
Socal witness stated that " .... the standby requirement has outlived 
its usefulness." Yet in its: response to· PG&E's petition on this 
issue, socal recommends that large PZA customers :be required to 
install standby equipment~ in order to quality tor noncore status. •. 
A:tter due consideration, we will adopt the position whichPG&E 
stated in its briet in I. 86-06-005 (pp. 27-28): the existing 
standby requirements will be retained, with exceptions possible in 
cases where the customer has the 'clear technological capability to..' 
install alternate fuel tacilities; and where. the cost te> do ~ and . 
then to use alternate fuel would be .less than the cost o~ core 
service. ~hese exceptions will require the speeific approval of 
the commission. This resolution is generally consistent with the , ,. 
ORA's desire to retain the current standby reql.lirements, on which 
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the end use priority system and the core/noncore definition are 
essentially based, yet also acknowledqes that there are some clear 
cases in which exceptions should be made in order to, prevent 
wasteful investment in standby facilities. 

C. Wholesale ls~ues 

1. Long Beach's Petition for Modification dated 1/13/83. 

2. Palo Alto's Petition ~or Modification &lted 1/13/88. 

~. SDG&E's Petition for Modification dated 1/26/28-. 

The city of Palo Alto, City of Long Beach, and San Diego 
Gas and Electric (SOG&E) have each filed a petition tor 
modification of 0.8.7-12-039. The petitions of these wholesale 
customers overlap to aqreat extent. The issues presentecl are 
listed below: 

1. Reallocation ot lost and unaccounted for ga5 (LOAF). 

2. Reallocation ot the long term transportation revenue' 
short-fall. 

3. Exclusion of uncolleetibles from the procurement 
rate. 

4. Relationship of the wholesale volumetric transmissio%ll 
rate and the trEG volumetric transmission rate. 

s. Balancing account mechanis~ regarding wholesale 
customers. 

6. The nature of core transmission service for wholesale, 
customers. 

7. The one-year notice requirement for switching back to: 
the core portfolio. 

Our discussion. of these issues follows. 
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a) Reallocation ot WAF. 
b) Reallocation ot long term. transport revenue 

shortfall. 
SOG&E requests that these two costs items be reallocated 

so that these costs are not born by wholesale customers. This 
request is supported in part by Palo Alto and Long Beach and 
opposed by TORN, DRA, and PG&E. 

This request is simply a rehash of the positions that 
these wholesale customers have taken in the past. The wholesale 
customer's views on the allocation ot these cost items were fully 
considered in past decisions and no- new arguements have been 
presented which would warrant a chanqe. Therefore the requests 
that these cost items be reallocated will be denied .. 

c) Exclusion of uncollectibles from the wholesale 
procurement rate. 

SDG&E points out that D.87-~2-039 provided that 
uncollectible expenses associated with transmission would not be 
allocated to wholesale customers~ however the decision was silent e regarding the treatment of uncollectible expenses associated with 
procurement. SOG&E requests that the decision be clarified and 
6uqqests that uncollectibles associated with pro~rement not be 
allocated. to wholesale customers. Both TORN and ORA.. support the 
SOG&E position while PG&E opposes it.. 'rhe PG&E position is that 
uncollectibles are a routine cost of doing business caused by all 
customers .. 

We have previously recognized that wholesale customers 
are not responsible tor the incurrence of uncollectible expenses on 
the primary utility's system.. Although this rec091lition was 
explicitly considered regarding fixed cost expenses, the logic 
holds true for commodity costs as well., We will modify 0'.8-7-12-039 

to state explicitly that uncollectible- expenses associated with. 
procurement shoulcl not be allocated to- wholesale eustomers.~ 
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d) Relationship of the wholesale and OEG volumetric 
transmission rates. 

D.87-12-039 sets the volumetric portion of the default 
rate for wholesale transmission service at a level equal to the 
volumetric default rate for UEG customers. Long Beach requests 
that the decision be modified to specify that the wholesale 
volumetric default rate is equal to the the aetual UEG rate whether 
such rate is a default rate or a negotiated rate. 

DRA opposes this request on the 9'X'ounds that the 
wholesale rate design gives the wholesale customers more than 
adequate flexibility to negotiate an appropriate wholesale rate 
design of its own. We agree.. Long Beach has not shown a reason 
sufficient t~ warrant changing the decison in the manner requested. 

e) Balancing' account mechanism regarding- wholesale 
customers. 

Both Long Beach and Palo Alto- request that the decison be 

clarified regard"ing the applicability of·the core balancing
accounts .to wholesale customers. Our review indicates that D .. 86';' , ., 
12-010 (pp .• 124-161) discussed in detail the balancing and tracking 
accounts which will be established under the new structure. DRA's ;' 
response t~ these petitions appears to summarize correctly the 
accounting aspects of the program., as they apply to wholesale 
customers. 

D.86-12-010 makes it clear that there are no longer 
wholesale balancing accounts. This. means that there are nO:' special . 
accounts for the overlying utility·to- Wbalance* expenses or sales' 
to wholesale customers as a separate class. AlsO', we think that .it·· 
is clear that balancing accounts have been removed fornoncore 
transmission and for procurement from the noncore portfolio. 
Equally clear' is the fact that there will be balancing; accountS for 
the core for both procurement and transmission, i.e., respectively,' 
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Core Procurement Purchased Gas Adjustment Account and the Core 
CUstomer Fixed Costs Adjustment Account. 

Regarding the core-elect, including wholesale customers 
to the extent they choose that option, we have clarified our 
previous orders in this decision to. provide that, at least for the 

time being, core-elect customers will be included in the Core 
Pro.curement Purchased Gas Adj.ustxnent Account. Wholesale customers 
are treated like any other noncore customer and, to. the extent that 
they elect into the core portfolio for procurement" they will pay 
the forecasted core WACOG for gas just like other core elect 
customers. Thus, there is no· need for a procurement balancing 
account specifically for wholesale customers' purchases. Likewise, 
we have never intended that noncore transmission throughput 
(including wholesale core-elect throughput) would be included in 
the Core CUstomer Fixed Costs Adjustment Account. 

f) Wholesale Core Transmission Service. 
Both Pale Alto and Long BeaCh ,request that the Comm.is.sion· 

clarify the nature of core transmission service provided to. e wholesale customers. Both customers propose that they be afforded' 
a twelve month load balancinq provision.. This prOVision would 
allow the wholesale customers tOo purchase independently and delive~ 
to the utilities more than current requirements in one season, then: 
take the excess gas in another season, so. long as· the deliveries 
and· takes balanced at the end of a twelve month period. 

TURN filed a response indicatinqsupport provided the 
quantities subject to the twelvemonth load balancing were limite<:( 
in some fashion and further provided that the mechanism would only' 
be effective until a decision is issued in the storage and 
procurement investigation (I.8:7;"03-036.).. TORN' would 'limit the 
mechanism by not allowinq the the wholesale customer's takes to be 

out of balance by a volume greater than the l)ercentage ot ~e' 
serving utility'S storaqe capacity equivalent to the percentage of 
storage costs assessed to that wholesale customer in the adopted 
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This in effect gives the wholesale customer usaqe 
serving utility'S system. 
adopt the TURN proposal temporarily, until we 

have reached a decision in the storage and procurement proceeding 
mentioned earlier. This load balancing mechanism together with the 
seasonal core-election procedure adopted earlier in this decision 
should provide wholesale customers with more than enough 
flexi~ility and security to· fulfill the needs of their customers. 

g) One-year Notice Requirement. 
In responding to· the petitions of others, TORN has 

pointed out an inconsistency in our treatment of noncore and 
Wholesale customers. 0.8-7-12-039 provided that if wholesale 
customers designate less than their high priority load as core 
procurement, then they must provide at least a one-year notice to 
shift this high priority load :back into the core portfOli~.. This 
shift is also, governed by the .... portfolio· switching ban..... Other 
noncore customers are governed only by the .... portfolio SWitching 
ban..... TURN suggests that there is no need for the one-year notice 
and, to be consistent, the requirement should be dropped. We will 
delete the the one-year advance notice requirement for wholesale 
customers to shift load into the core portfolio. Only the 
.... portfolio switching ban .... will continue to govern. 

0.87-12-039 stated that Hadson suggested the two year 
amortization for the offset balancing accounts. Long Beach 
indicates that the proposal was in fact made:by Long Beach.. We 
acknowledge this fact~ 

D, COmmercial Rate Design Issues 

1. CH~'s Petition· tor Moditication dated Z/4/88_ 
2. PG&E's Petition for Moc1itication dated 1./13/SS •. 
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CH&MA objects to the winter/summer rate differential e which we imposed on core cownercial customers of all three 
utilities. CH&MA complains that only PG&E proposed suCh a 
differential. CH&MA also asks us to reconsider our rejection of 
SoCal's proposed incentive rate for gas air conditioning. PG&E and 
ORA oppose CH&MA's petition; TORN supports it. 

The arguments CH&MA advances d~ nothing more than reargue 
the positions which it advocated in the proceedings leading to o. 
87-12-039. We considered and rejected those arguments in that 
order, and CH&MA has not convinced us to Change our mind. We will 
deny CH&~'s petition for modification. 

PG&E raises the issue of the intent of the core 
commercial rate structure adopted for PG&E's service territory in 
o. 87-12-039. We adopted ·PG&E's proposed rate structure· t~ 
address the so-called Nrose grower problemN -- the situation in 
which two commercial customers, roughly equal in size but,· only one. 
of whiCh has alternate fuel capability, will have widely different 
rates. PG&E is unsure to which structure the decision refers: the 
large/small customers rate differential which PG&E proposed in e Exhibit 139, or the illustrative declining block structure whiCh 
PG&E filed in response to the ALJ's September 9, 1987, ruling. 
There was no opposition to· PG&E's request that we clarity that the 
proposal referenced in the decision is the one in Exhibit l39. We, 
will grant PG&E's request. 

E, Honcore RAte Design Xasues 

l. PG&E'a Petition for Modification dated 1/13/SS:. 
PG&E asks us to clarify that the existing end-use 

priority system should continue· in place,. pending the Commission's~ 
further consideration of how to· implement the·priority charge 
concept. This clarification was not- opposed, is reasonable,. anel we 
will adopt it. 
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2. CMA's Petition for Modification dated 2/25/88. 

The petition for modification filed by CMA on February 
25, 1988, raised three issues: 

l. Calculation of O-l demand charges for P-2b and G
IND customers in PG&E Advice Letter No. 1453-G. 

2. Making negotiated contracts public. 

3. Calculation of customer charges. 

a) calculation of D-1 Demand Charges. 
It is our Ul1derstanding that PG&E intends to modify its 

AL No. l453-G to resolve the first issue concerning the 
arithmetical calculation of demand charges. PG&E apparently will 
use socal's methocl to calculate D-l demancl charges. soCal's. method 
has not been protested, to our knowledge. Therefore, action does 

not appear to- be required on this issue. 

b-) PUblic Notice of.Negotiatecl<Contracts 
Decision No. 87-03--044 ordered that contracts for noncore 

transmission service less than five years in length should be 

submitted to our Commission Advisory and Compliance Division 
(CACD), which would then ·make the contracts available as required ... 
CMA. is concerned that. neither D. 87-03-044 nor D. 87-12'-039 makes 

it clear exactly when the contracts must be filed with us. Also', 
CMk would like the ut.ilities to make the contracts available tor 
inspection at several different utility district offices,_ 

We are not 'sure that a petition tor modification of O. 
87-12~039 is the proper forum to- make such a request. However, we: 
do feel stronqly that no useful purpose would be served by placing: 
unnecessary constraints on the public availability of these 
contracts. Such constraints merely increase transaction costs tor 
gas· customers. ThUS,. in the interest of expediency we will clarity, 
O. 87-l2-039 DY adding an additional paragraph to, require that the 
utilities will file with our CACD eachnegotiatedcontraet tor 
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transmission service with a duration of less than five years; these 
tilings shall be made within five days of the date ot contract 
execution. 1 At this point the utilities should also make the 
contract available tor public inspection at their general offices. 
Within ten days of execution the contract should be made available 
at the utilities' district offices. 

c) calculation of customer Charges. 
CMA. notes the D.8·7-12-039 is ambigous regarding the 

calculation of customer charges tor noncore customers. Our prior 
decisions were clear that a prior twelve month period would be used, 
in the calculation of customer charges. However, CMA points out 
that the twelve month period could be a ·setlP historical period or ' 
a moving twelve month average. Ita set period were used it 
appears that the customer charge woul~ be established once each 
year and would not change during the year.. On the other hand., with, 

a twelve month moving average, the customer charge could be more 
responsive to- the customer's :LlnmecUate prior cons\Unption level. 

CMA alleges that PG&E is using the twelve month moving 
average whereas SoCal is using the IPset· historical method. CMA 
supports the PG&E method and implicitly requests that whatever .. 
method is adopted be consistent tor both utilities.. TORN alsO: 
supports a consistent method tor both utilities. No-parties filed 
in opposition to these requests. 

The calculation ot theD-l demand charge relies on a 
twelve month moving average.. The twelve month moving average will', 
also result in more responsive customer charges. We will provide 
that the customer charges for noncore customers be based on· a 
twelve month moving average. 

1 As ordered in D. 86-12-009 (p. 41), the utilities must tile' 
tor our review and. approval transmission contracts with terms. of' I 

five years or longer. 
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3~ DeS's Petition tor Modification dated 1/12/88. 
4. SDG&E's Petition for Modification dated 1/26/88. 

The state Department of General Services COGS) tilee a 
petition for modification which raises two issues that were not 
also subjects of its petition for rehearing, which we dealt with in 
D. 88-03-041. 

DGS asks us to require the utilities to post their 
noncore WACOG prices for the . following month 50 to .l.O·· days in 
advance of the dates on which interstate transport nominations are 
due. DGA argues that such advance notice will give customers time 
to shop around for the best price. DGS also proposes a true-~ 
mechanism tor the noncore WACOG. 

PG&E opposes the posting requirement, stating. that due' to 
the timing of spot gas. bids, it cannot determine the next month's 
noncore WACOG until very late in the month. PG&E is not opposed to 
DGS's noncore WACOG true-up mechanism, so long as the amortiZation 
of true-u~ balances can be exteneedbeyond the next month if market 
conditions require. 

SoCal states that as a matter of policy, it posts its 
noneore WACOG as soon as it is. available, and argues that a posting: 
requirement will not necessarily ma)ceit available any sooner .. 

DGS has not persuaded us that there is a significant 
problem with the current system tor posting monthly noncore WACOGs. 
We will deny this request. 

Both SDG&E and DGS offer proposals for non-core WACOG 
true-up. The DGS's. proposed noncore WACOG true-up· mechanism 
appears to be consistent with what·we discussed in more general 
terms on p. 107 of the decision. We see no reason to make the 
decison any more specific on this issue~ on which there was no 
dispute. 

The SDG&E proposal is unclear, but our discussion of the,' 
DGS proposal above should resolve' any uncertainty regarding our 
intention. 
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Finally, OGS asks us to delay the date for implementing 
rates ·until 30 days after the Commission has issued decisions on 
storage unbundling, priority charges and access to interstate 
storage (sic).· In the alternative, OGS suggests an initial 
exemption from the minimum one-year term and the switching ban for 
core election. OGS bases this request largely upon the recent 
schedule revisions in I. 87-03-036, arguing that the issues in that 
investigation need to be decided, before a complete package ot 
services would ~e available to customers. The utilities and ORA 
oppose this request. 

We will deny OGS's request for a delay in the 
implementation date. We agree fully with the utilties and ORA that 
the program adopted in o. 87-12-039 is fully capable of operating 
pending a decision on the issues in I. 87-03-036. ~he unresolved 
issues in I. 87-03-035 are largely procurement issues, and we 
remind all parties that May 1, 1988, is. in no way a deadline for 
making long-lasting procurement choices. As SOCal notes, parties 
worried about the impact ot unresolved storage and procurement 
issues are free to negotiate a short term transportation contract, 
and to- procure qas themselves or from the noncore portfolio-; to
carry them until decisions are issued in I. 87-03-035. 

,5.. SCOPP's Petition for Hoc1ification' dated 3/9'/8$..' 
The Southern California Utility Power Pool and J:mperial 

Irrigation Oistrict (SCUPP) 'ask us to-reject Socal Gas' attempt to 
impose a *new and excessive· transmission charge for OEG igniter 
fuel. This issue centers upon the following language in o. 87-12-
039: 

D. Igniter Fuel Status 

Only PG&E raised this as an issue. Its 
recommendation is that this type of fuel,. currently 
classitied as P2A, be classified as core for 
transportation. This usage tits our basie 
definition of core service -- no alternate fuel 
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an~ will be classifie~ as core 

D. 67-12-039, at 100. SoCal Gas' February 1, 1988 Advice tetter 
No. 1767 proposes a separate 32.667 cents per therm igniter fuel 
volumetric transmission rate for OEG customers. SCOPP filed the 
instant petition because it believes that this charge, which is 
equal to the average ~ transmission rate, conflicts with our 
statements about the rates to be charged to, OEG customers ~d about 
the volumes that are to be included in the 'O'EG Tier I. SCOPP 
contends that in D. 86-12-010 we decided to treat OEG load as 
noncore for transmission, with the full range of noncore 
procurement options. Additionally, in D. 67-12-039 we essentially 
continued the two-tiered OEG rate design first approve~ in D. 86-
08-082: this rate design includes igniter fuel volumes in Tier I. 

The Tier I transmission rate is a noncore rate. SCOPP notes that 
the only testimony in the implementation proceeding conce~n9" core 
treatment of igniter fuel wasPG&E's testimony that it proposed' to 
treat the igniter fuel for Southern California Edison's Coolwater 
complex as core transmission volumes., ~here was no examination of 
the igniter fuel volumes to which Socal applies its rate,. and no, 
discussion of the fact that treating these volumes as core would 
mean that UEG customers would be bearing distribution system. fixed': 
costs. We have determined that 'O'EG customers Should not be 
allocated such costs, since they receive service at the 
transmission level. SCOPP' concludes that the' extreme uncertainty 
surrounding the impOSition of a core transmission rate for igniter' 
fuel, especially tor SoCal Gas' UEG customers, argues in tavor of 
specifying that such a charge should not apply at this time to 
Socal's 'O'EGcustomers. 

Socal's response disagrees with SCOFP's argument that we. 
intended all OEG load to be noneore for transmission. socal cites 
page 16 of D .. 86-l2-010: "The P-1 and P-ZA load of a multiple use. 
customer will still be considered' core, but will be eli9'ible tor 
transmission-only service and all utility procurement options." 
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Igniter fuel has a P2A priority. SoCal feels that it has 
appropriately followed o. 86-12-010 and o. 87-12-039 in 
establishing a core rate for the transmission of P-2A igniter fuel. 
SoCal does admit that, unlike PG&E, it did not include igniter fuel 
volumes as core load in its cost allocation. Thus, the imposition 
of its igniter fuel charge would result in overrecovery of $7.7 
million annually from UEG customers. SOCal proposes several means 
of dealing with this overrecovery, including crediting the excess 
revenues to either the UEG class or to· the core, or redoing the 
cost allocation with core treatment of igniter fuel volumes. 

SoCal has correctly interpreted our intent in both O. 86-
12-010 and o. 87-12-039. Although the great majority of UEG usage 
is noncore, igniter fuel usage does meet our definition of core 
load for transmission: P2A priority with no feasible alternative 
fuel capability. Thus, UEG customers are wmul tiple usew customers 
as discussed in o. 86-12-010, and the core portion of their usage· 
should be charqed a core transmission rate. However, SCOPP has 
highlighted how little attention this issue received in this case,· 
especially with respect to Socal' s UEG rates. The exact mechanics 
of how igniter fuel volumes should be determined and treated in 
Socal's rate design received no scrutiny at all. SCOPP's point is 
well taken that the allocation of core distribution system fixed 
costs to igniter fuel use may be inappropriate. Thus, alloCating 
excess ic;niter fuel revenues back to the core may ove:r~rqe 'OEG 
customers. In addition, we have repeatedly resisted breaking new 
ground or revisiting old issues on cost allocation. Given this 
admittedly confused situation, we think that the. best solution is 
to adopt SCOPP's. request now, while giving Socal's UEG customers 
notice at this time that we will treat igniter fuel use as core 
load for cost allocation and rate desi~ purposes in Socal'sf:i:rst 
cost reallocation proceedinq. Until then, SoCal should eliminate 
its separate iqniter fuel transmission charge~ PG&E's tariff 
provisions on iqniter fuel are reasonable, given that the issue was 
covered in PG&E's testimony. 
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